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ABSTRACT

Data and Information as Our New Transport Infrastructure:
An Exploration into How the Modern Transport System is Being Shaped by Information
Communication Technology
by
Adam Davidson

Advisor: Jonathan R. Peters

This dissertation is focuses on the role that data and information has in creating and altering
behavior related to transportation. To do so, it lays out a theoretical model of technological
transition and then follows it up with three case studies. The theoretical model provides a structure
to consider how different actors in our transportation ecosystem – users, firms, policy actors – mix
with technological evolution to uphold or incrementally recreate our transportation landscape. The
case studies stand on their own to highlight important findings about how data and information are
impacting transportation scenarios, but collectively reinforce the theoretical models.
The theory focuses on the idea of a socio-technical stack and the multi-level perspective of
technological transition. The sociotechnical stack shows how a base of computing devices supply
processing power that enables insight and then action. The multi-level perspective suggests that
actors and influences sit at one of three interacting levels: niche, regime, or landscape. Niche actors
are nimble and innovative but lack power; regime actors have power and influence but usually not
speed; while the landscape is most often a set of conditions that require adherence or reaction to –
sometimes imposed and sometimes created.
Case 1:
Big Data and Travel Desire: Comparing trip planner data exhaust to regional travel surveys
The first case study shows niche actors in action. It focuses on the concept of understanding travel
desire using firm or niche level journey planners. Travel desire is the need or determination to get
from an origin or a destination before a trip has occurred. Data from journey planners where a user
inputs their origin and destination to find a route is a source of travel desire data. This aggregated
data is a byproduct of a service that users find valuable, as opposed to survey where the value is
for the surveyor. This paper compares origin-destination data from a smartphone journey planner
to the origin-destination data from Regional Household Travel Surveys (RHTS) for New York
iv

City and Philadelphia. The smartphone data has large, continuous sample sizes but lacks
demographic information or sample controls to reflect the general population. The survey data has
detailed demographic data and general population controls but is finite and thus best captures data
for popular origin-destination pairs and modes on an average weekday. This study finds that at an
aggregation level of two-or-more combined Zip Codes the smartphone and survey data show the
same origin-destination patterns for trips where they both have data, despite their differences in
collection and resolution. The smartphone data has the advantage of being continuous, widely
dispersed, and has virtually no marginal collection cost over the core service of the app.
Case 2:
Taxis, Apps, and Transit: How the flow of information may redistribute transport supply to meet
demand
The second case study highlights the behavior and influence of regime actors in the face of
changing technological conditions. Transport data that fuels smartphone-apps has progressively
become a tool to help people achieve mobility by adding legibility, usability and reliability to the
transport ecosystem. This cases goal is to understand the impact of data and information on
transportation supply by evaluating the spatial distribution of New York City’s regulated and
emerging for-hire-vehicle (FHV) market.
By using increasingly robust data about vehicle assets, transport providers have found new ways
to help match supply and demand. Here, data has two purposes: 1) to inform the traveling public
of their supply options; and, if needed 2) to spatially match asset supply with user demand. This
interaction has the possibility to shift supply or demand as users experience more options or
operators seek under-served markets.
Improved data reporting requirements coincided with new FHV-market entrants to form a natural
experiment that reveals changes in transport supply. By comparing the spatial distribution of
FHV’s in 2015 to a 2012 control, we see that supply increased in thinner markets in ways that are
more complex than just adding supply to the street-hail system. This paper compares the spatial
distribution of trip origins between the population of street-hail taxis, Uber, and Uber booked
through a mobility-aggregator called Transit App to the 2012 control. It finds that as more
segments of data & information are utilized to visualize or arrange supply, supply becomes more
distributed relative to public transit service and the city core. Utilization of data & information
appears key in helping supply to spatially distribute towards thinner demand.
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Case 3:
Ridesourcing: friend or foe to transit? An exploratory study of overlapping supply in 5 US cities
The final case highlights a landscape level issue: that technological transitions does not claim to
happen evenly or without bias. As ridesourcing by transportation network companies (TNC) grow,
there is interest in understanding how these rides are distributed across regions. A specific concern
is that TNCs are siphoning users from transit. However, prior research also indicates that for-hirevehicle (FHV) systems act as a compliment to transit by making first mile/last mile trips more
reliable, allowing an alternative for high value trips, or providing a fail-safe for low-service levels,
thereby extending the feasibility of transit. As ridesourcing expands the for-hire-vehicle market, it
becomes consequential for transportation policy makers to understand how private ride-sourcing
systems compete with mass transit. Using unique data from the Shared Use Mobility Center of
ridesourcing origins in five cities, GTFS data from transit agencies, and the American Community
Survey, this study contrasts the supply of TNC ridesourcing and transit systems at different times
of day against area demographic profiles to understand their potential geographic consumer base.
This exploratory analysis finds that while there is some demographic and spatial overlap, there is
also a case for temporal complementarity. Transit is clearly designed to serve the most consistent
market for mobility – high job density and high concentrations of car-less households at commute
times – while TNCs also serve those segments, but with less predictability. In contrast, TNC
origins are more likely to be supplied in areas with higher nighttime populations, a concentration
of people age 25-44, and rising incomes. When the day is broken into different time periods, TNCs
are found to have more variety in their demographic predictors than transit while also offering
increased supply at times that transit supply is low.

This dissertation then concludes that we are in a technological transition in mobility predicated the
exchange and use of data. Through the mobility stack, algorithms routinely connect transport
supply and demand, thereby enabling mobility. As highlight through mechanisms of the multilevel perspective, new services are regularly upsetting established systems. For example, one
consequence of improved information in mobility is allow demand to dynamically attract supply.
However, new systems also have biases. This transition in transportation should be understood and
managed to get the best results.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction: The process of sociotechnical
transition.
Data has been described as the new oil, but that analogy might not go far enough. Much like oil fuels
machines, data can be used to fuel a larger technical system. The difference is that rather than release
energy, data enables insight. As the collection and analysis of data becomes more mobile and rapid, data
and information can be better described as an infrastructure system. Like other infrastructures, it is both
technical in its specifications yet political by how its impacts are sorted. The aim of this dissertation is to
is provide an epistemological and quantified set of studies into how data and information may be thought
of as an infrastructure and how its effects may be measured, specifically in the field of transportation. This
will be done in five parts: first by defining the issue using theory in this paper, followed by three quantified
case studies into some of the ways that the use of data & information – by people and applications – has
altered the menu of transportation choices, and finally considering the implications of this framework.
The framing of data & information as an infrastructure goes beyond the halls of academia. This work is a
response to the vast uptick in the number of transport-as-a-service providers that people can use to
achieve mobility. The mass adoption around the world of new systems like real-time transit information,
ride-hailing, carsharing, bike sharing, and dockless electric scooter sharing have been heralded as both a
savior and a destroyer of cities. Companies like Uber, Motivate, Bird, Lime, ZipCar, Car2Go, and
CityMapper have enabled ways of getting around that have ignited debates on the use of urban space and
the impact of technology. A commonality between these services is that they are all utterly dependent on
using accurate live data about transportation assets to manage inventory and grow usage. Thus, as dialog
into how to utilize and regulate these actors grows and matures, a framework for understanding the
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processes that enable them and the changes that they are enabling are vital. This dissertation seeks to
both document what is happening while expanding the conversation into why.
Definitions: Resource vs Infrastructure
Exploring the relationship between data, information and transport is based on prior theories found in
fields like information science, sociology, geography, and urban planning. Throughout this dissertation the
impact of data & information will be looked at through its effect on transportation behaviors. A first step
on this journey is agreeing on some basic definitions. I would initially like to present four definitions taken
from the Oxford Dictionary:
•

Data – “Facts and statistics collected together for reference or analysis.”1

•

Information – “Facts provided or learned about something or someone.”2

•

Infrastructure – “The basic physical and organizational structures and facilities (e.g. buildings,
roads, power supplies) needed for the operation of a society or enterprise.”3

•

Resource – “A stock or supply of money, materials, staff, and other assets that can be drawn on
by a person or organization in order to function effectively.”4

Data versus Information:
In conversation data and information tend to be used interchangeably, yet there is a distinction: data is
the recording of an observable fact, while information is data that is processed to be useful and given
meaning through relational connection between things or people (Ackoff 1989). For an observer data is
something that you saw, but information is the pattern that you found. Modern cell phones can collect a

1

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/data
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/information
3
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/infrastructure
2

4

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/resource
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lot of observable information: GPS location, time of use, and acceleration to name just a few. In a practical
example, your smartphones GPS latitude & longitude is an observable fact that ride-hailing software
compares to other smartphones’ GPS to match riders and drivers. The identity and position is data, while
the match is information. This distinction matters because it isolates the observation – which is recorded
into data – from the information structures that get translated into actions.
Infrastructure versus Resource:
Transportation systems in general are synonymous with infrastructure: they are the embodiment of
physical, social, and institutional assemblages needed to promote other operations in society. Roads are
classic examples of infrastructure as they support many forms of mobility and access to enable economic
and social behavior. In contrast, resources are a stock input that is drawn upon to allow an objective
purpose to be carried out. Gasoline is a resource since it enables the operation of vehicles, which then
provide conveyance.
In simpler terms infrastructure is a platform that allows many types of activities to happen while a
resource is a stock used to achieve particular goals. Under this rubric data is like a resource – providing a
stock of observations - and information is like an infrastructure: it is derived from the comparison of data
to enable other activities. Information is created from data by using assemblages of systems that observe,
transform, compare and analyze.
Automated Infrastructures
Infrastructure is also more than the sum of its parts – the broad collection of engineering, technological,
and human systems that fall under ‘infrastructure’ allow modern economies to function and modern
lifestyles to exist by offering platforms and safeguards to enable communication, trade, culture, and a
basis for collective prosperity. The processes in which data can be utilized to change outcomes in realtime have only just started to have a notable impact. Without the real-time effect, data is a tool for
4

planning. With real-time processing data allows a gap to be bridged between technological systems and
immediate human needs leading to an automated production of space (Thrift and French 2002; Kitchin
and Dodge 2005; Kitchin 2014b).
As data accumulates it has long been brought into systems of measurement and management to create
information and enable decision making (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012; Moore, Nolan, and Segal 2005;
Hiller and Self, n.d.). In this sense, organizations that manage infrastructure, especially in transport, have
long utilized data as a renewable resource to plan operations and investment (Hensher and Button 2007;
Pelletier, Trépanier, and Morency 2011). However, as automated processes allow data to be constantly
generated and relayed in real-time, the information systems that use them are demonstrating scalar
effects on their ability to organize and operate urban services. Automated systems which process data
about vehicle and customer locations into real time information allow operators and customers to more
easily find each other, and potentially make more efficient choices. This is the kind of assemblage where
informational systems that support a diversity of activities take on the platform qualities of infrastructure.
Information systems that regularly influence the function of daily life and movement may more reliably
change the composition of transport options at a scale that influences the spatial, institutional, social,
political, and economic path of the regions that they are a part of, much like infrastructure. As these
systems scale and grow, seemingly small changes in method can have big implicit and explicit political
concerns about distribution and impact of costs and benefits (Mattern 2017; Kitchin 2011).
The longer answer, about why this transition may be happening, how we can observe it, and what this
means for urban systems is the subject of this dissertation. In order to understand the increasing influence
of data on infrastructures, it is useful to look at examples of technological transitions.

The Socio-Technical System and the Case of the Edison Bulb
5

The light bulb is an instructive case about how key technologies can alter behavior, cities, and economies.
Artificial light, like data, is not physical by its nature - it relies on other objects to exist, like bulbs, wiring,
and power supplies that make up a complex and “purposeful collection of inter-related components
working together to achieve a common objective” – which is also the definition of a technical system
(Bijker 1992). A socio-technical system “is a social system operating on a technical base”(Whitworth and
Ahmad 2013). A common modern example is that a word processor is a technical system since it is a tool
made up of software and hardware components, while a publisher is a socio-technical system because
while they use word processors, their function requires human and organizational structures to find
literature to evaluate, publish, and distribute. The term was originally devised to describe organizational
and technical changes in the work of miners (Trist 1981), but has since developed a broad literature
crisscrossing sociology and engineering (Baxter and Sommerville 2011; Hillier 2012; Cherns 1976; Niederer
and van Dijck 2010). If bulbs and automated data are components of technical systems, artificial light and
information are components in socio-technical systems.
New socio-technical systems can alter fundamental structures in society. There is a further analogy
between light and information: historically both fuel and data have been expensive and slow to obtain.
Light requires a stable and accessible source of fuel, while information requires both a meaningful and
accessible source of data. Artificial light prior to the electric Edison bulb was expensive and dangerous,
and therefore more constrained in its application. The best technology immediately prior to the bulb was
gas, which was expensive, dim, and came with the threat of explosions - which limited its application to
intensively used outdoor streets (Johnson 2015). Indoor lighting used cleaner burning whale oil, which
though useful was highly resource intensive and expensive. These limitations underscored the
transformation that was about to take place.
Modern artificial light began with the Edison bulb which was developed purposefully, and its usage is kept
possible by the assemblage of systems used to ensure its availability. The Edison bulb was not in fact the
6

first electric bulb, but was the first electric bulb that was long-lasting and commercially viable. The bulb
was the product of Thomas Edison’s company – not Edison the mythological lone inventor. Edison was
well funded and famous at the time, having achieved success and acclaim for the phonograph already. His
bulb, achieved in 1878, was the work of many people: he bought the patents of prior bulb attempts and
staffed up an organization to research, test, and improve on them. In reality he managed a system of
materials, people and ideas to create the light bulb. Even without Edison, many researchers and engineers
were on the pursuit of long-lasting, affordable, artificial light, but Edison built an organization which
hastened and then harnessed its arrival. The reality of the innovation of the Edison light bulb was that it
was the breakthrough convergence of long-prior and then-recent technology, research, iteration, and
capital (Johnson 2015). It was the Apple iPhone of its era.
Once the Edison bulb hit the trifecta of being safer, cheaper, and brighter, its adoption took off and helped
spur electrification. The breakthrough allowed an ability use light relatively unconstrained from limited
and costly resources. It unleashed a chance to redesign cities and society along a new reality. The cost of
lighting went down an order of magnitude: lighting a home for a year went from costing several weeks’
worth of wages to only a few days (Roser n.d.). What emerged once light was inexpensive was a world
where people stayed up later, were entertained more, and found new/more work during the expanding
night shift. In short unconstrained lighting allowed life after dark to grow and take on new forms (Johnson
2015; Dillon and Dillon 2002). The socio-technical system of electricity, architecture, and light bulbs
significantly reduced the constraint of darkness and allowed society to grow and change in significant
ways. This is a clear example of a technological transition (Bijker 1992; Trist 1981). Light didn’t just allow
old habits to continue more efficiently – it allowed new habits and ways of living to form which became
embedded into the organization of people’s lives.
Similarly, the breakthrough of smartphones and communication systems has made spatial data collection
meaningful and accessible, and thus relatively unconstrained. The increasing ubiquity of sensors means
7

that nearly 90% of all raw data that exists was created in just the last two years (Marr 2018). We are simply
awash in big data. The broader impacts of collecting and using spatio-temporal data about our interactions
with the physical world are just starting to come into fruition (Kitchin 2014c). Our use of information about
the physical world is starting to reorient daily life just like light bulbs changed the daily patterns of the late
19th century. The difference is that we are still in transition.
Automobility in the 20th Century
The rise of the automobile was a similar technological transition that spawned a new socio-technical
system (Böhm et al. 2006; Seiler 2009; Urry 2004; Geels et al. 2011). For most of the 19th century rapid
transportation was accomplished by train and ship. Though these technologies provided some of the
greatest mobility in human history to that point, they were the manifestation of powerful organizations
providing service on routes and stops determined by institutional incentive (Seiler 2009). While society
grew and adapted to this transportation technology, efficient mobility was constrained by the needs of
institutions.
In the 20th century, the motor vehicle, along with fuel and paved roads, allowed for freedom from the
management of the railroads. As vehicle, oil exploration and road building technology advanced, even
higher personal mobility became achievable by the masses. Throughout the first half of the 20th century
the car was still new and needed champions to promote its adoption. Road improvement clubs - often
made of car, oil, rubber companies, and enthusiast users advocated for measures that increased demand
for cars. Improved roads meant that the physical size of urbanized areas grew as people drove more and
demanded more accommodation for their automobiles (Merriman 2009).
Over time common standards were widely adopted and institutions developed to apply those standards.
Licensing systems, state departments of transportation, and transport engineering societies all emerged
in this era. The collective ability of these institutions culminated in the creation of the massive Interstate
8

Highway system starting in the 1950’s. This new system allowed wide-spread automobility to reach its
maximum speeds, and with that greatly incentivized the dispersed spatial patterns commonly called
‘sprawl’ as the default pattern of land development (Carley 1992). The once all-powerful railroads were
failing from having their market co-opted, and passenger rail was functionally acquired by the state or
eliminated. Since the 1970’s much of transportation policy has been directed towards refining our
institutions and processes in the hopes of producing better environmental, economic, and other civic
outcomes from a transportation system largely predicated on car-ownership with some publicly
subsidized mass transit (Solof 1998). In short, the transportation regime in the last decades of the 20th
century had stabilized around the central technologies of automobiles and highways.

A Paradigm Shift?
Table 1.1 Timeline of Spatial and Mobility ICT Services

•

1996 – MapQuest online maps debut5

•

1998 – Garmin StreetPilot introduced6

•

2000 – Military GPS decommissioned for civilian use.7 ZipCar launches.8

•

2005 – Google maps launch.9 TriMet and Google launch GTFS standard.10

•

2005 – Velo’v – first modern bike-share service opens in Lyon, France.11

•

2007 – iPhone released. Contains GPS and Google Maps application.12

•

2008 – CTA begins real-time ‘bus-tracker’ service systemwide.13

•

2009 – NYC MTA sues popular app for using its schedule info, then drops suit.14

•

2009 – Google begins self-driving project15

5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MapQuest
https://spectrum.ieee.org/consumer-electronics/gadgets/the-consumer-electronics-hall-of-fame-garminstreetpilot-gps-navigation-system
7
(Hiawatha 2014)
8
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/225399
9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Maps
10
(McHugh 2013)
11
(DeMaio 2009)
12
(West and Mace 2010)
13
(Hilkevitch 2007)
14
(Grynbaum 2009)
15
https://www.popsci.com/cars/article/2013-09/google-self-driving-car/
6
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•

2010 – Uber beings operations in San Francisco16

•

2013 – Ubigo, first widescale Mobility as a Service, is tested in Sweden17

•

2015 – Tesla releases Autopilot software update, giving its consumer-owned cars
limited self-driving ability

•

2017 – Bird introduces dockless electric shared scooters in Santa Monica and the
concept quickly spreads to dozens of cities with many operators

Only in the last few years have the seeds of a possible paradigm shift away from 20th century automobility
developed. As computing has become mobile, it has also become spatial. Information Communication
Technology (ICT), which refers to two-way electronic communication best exemplified by the smartphone,
is shifting both our need to travel and our ability to do so by freeing us from the constraints of location
while better connecting us to personalized travel information. Mobile devices are inherently spatial: the
point of mobile computing is to facilitate computing that responds to the environment. Digital maps, GPS,
and communication radios have not only allowed us to know where we are, but to exchange that
information to find a bus, a bike, or a ride. Early studies pointed to the ability of mobile phone users to
reschedule or calibrate engagements on-the-fly (Jain 2006). Lately, as automated software via the
smartphone has emerged, services have enabled matching transportation supply with demand by
generating and then sharing locational data about people and vehicles.
Table 2.1 is a timeline of notable advances in mobility information technology over the last 20 years. It’s
almost astonishing to have gone from digital maps to (proto) self-driving cars in such a short time frame.
While not comprehensive, a broad pattern of evolution emerges where maps mesh with Global
Positioning Systems (GPS) and communications to lead to shared or managed services which are becoming

16
17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_Uber
https://sharedusemobilitycenter.org/three-european-cities-making-on-demand-mobility-a-reality/
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increasingly complex, automated, data driven and political. This evolution can be further described as
exhibiting the following pattern:
1. Convergence – new advances mesh with on prior technology
2. Complexity & Intelligence – Each new generation of technology is increasingly dependent on data
and exhibits greater complexity towards the outside world
3. Organizational systems – Each development is attached to a business or policy model. Yet, most
developments are uncoordinated outside of the organization. An exception to this might be steps
towards autonomous driving
As the technology and the systems they enable evolve, the organizational systems take increasing
precedence, vying to mix evolving technology to produce the best outcome for their group. While more
easily managed within an organization, it becomes a political act to direct a transition between
organizations.
A Multi-Level Perspective
The pattern described in the transition to towards cheap artificial light, automobility, and the convergence
of data and transportation above suggests that while some actors are actively pushing the bounds of
technology, many are reacting to the new abilities of the technology around them. The process in each
case follows a similar pattern:
Table 1.2 Patterns in the multi-level perspective

Pattern

Examples
Lighting

1. Advances in what technology was capable
of…

Automobility

long-lasting

personally owned

artificial light

long range
transportation

11

2. …enable a rise of firms to exploit their
development…

Edison’s General

car, tire, oil and

Electric

construction
companies

3. … which incentivizes the organization of

utility systems,

car clubs, lobbyists,

agencies and regulations to promote or

standardization

departments of

mediate their use…

organizations

motor vehicles,
public works
agencies

4. … that eventually stabilizes into a new set
of behaviors.

night time work,

ubiquitous mobility

entertainment

and the desire to
accommodate the
car

This interaction has been best described with the multi-leveled perspective, a theory that is helpful in
understanding how niche firms, regimes of power, and general conditions of society form a system of
socio-technological transitions (Geels et al. 2011; Geels 2002; 2012). Multi-leveled perspective posits that
technological transition is an outcome based on the interaction of actors at three broad levels of activity:
1. Niche – the individual firms or advocates which create new methods or technology to solve
particular problems;
2. Regime – dominant actors which reinforce policy, processes, and cultural elements with some
central control;
3. Landscape - elements which are background and decentralized influencers to the system. They
tend to include economic systems, human behavior, distribution of natural resources, overall
technical adoption and cultural norms.
Niche actors – for example, a start-up company - initially come about as a response to specific needs
around the current regime and landscape influences. As niche firms gain prominence, they can either
affirm or challenge entrenched regime actors and processes. If they are successful enough to challenge
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the regime, one reason they may be able to do so is because of a change in the landscape conditions,
which their ascendency may hasten. In the case of automobility, improvements in both engines and
manufacturing processes by niche firms made the car accessible to many; government support behind
automobility led a change of regime as the privately-held railroads withered; leading to systems of
development that assumed a landscape of more automobility.
Today, the ascendency of ride-sharing firms like Uber seems to also follow this pattern. The original niche
problem Uber was trying to solve was reliably obtaining cab rides in San Francisco even at premium prices
(Rao 2010). The initial concept was that by connecting riders with upscale drivers on-demand by using cell
phone GPS, the service could allow people to bypass the under-supplied taxi system. Eventually, the
upscale vehicle requirement was dropped and the cost of service came down enough that it could become
an accessible ride that outcompeted the traditional regulated taxi. Since then, Uber has presented regime
challenges to government and many parts of the transportation industry. However, reversing course on
Uber or other similar companies would not be easy: the landscape of ubiquitous smartphone adoption
meant that the technical tools involved in ride-hailing are widely available. When Uber and Lyft left Austin,
Texas due to a dispute about background check regulations, a half dozen other companies were created
or stepped in to take their place (Hampshire et al. 2018). Uber has become a symbol of broader regime
and landscape changes related to the ability to track transportation assets using data, sensors, and
communication networks.

Is Information an Infrastructure?
As data generation and information exchange becomes embedded in more systems that we rely on daily,
the more data behaves like a stock resource and information behaves like a systematic infrastructure.
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Infrastructure is often thought of in concrete terms: not only is it literal paving, it is also the material
technology that allows systems – and economies – to function. However, the concept of infrastructure
goes beyond the material to social and institutional systems that support our economy and the structures
of everyday life. The concept of a socio-technical systems conveys this relationship well as it marries
material and engineering achievements with how they are applied, managed and used in the context of
organizations and society. Similarly, data serves as the base material that, through algorithms and
systematized processes, produce actionable information that increasingly supports the activities of our
economy and ‘everyday life.’ This is evidenced in the field of mobility. For example, real-time transit
location information can allow a person to find their bus with less waiting; user information assigns
responsibility to bike-share users, assuring bikes are kept in circulation; and smartphone location
information can match rider and driver making taxi rides seamless. When viewed as a socio-technical
systems stack with material assets at the bottom and society at the top, information stands at the
inflection point between the technical and the human systems.

Figure 1.1: ICT-enabled mobility is a kind of sociotechnical systems stack (Sommerville 2006). Data used in algorithms sit at the
inflection point between technology and society.

Past technical transitions, such as with light and automobility, were predicated on socio-technical systems
that transformed energy into human needs with fewer magnitudes of constraint. Information systems,
predicated on the robust collection of data, are also enabling new socio-technical systems that further
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reduce constraints by an order of magnitude. This is evident in the transportation space, where the
efficient matching of assets – like buses, bikes, and cars – with user demand, is upending an at least 50
year regime of reliance on personal vehicle ownership distantly followed by public transit. Niche actors,
like Uber, have succeeded in part because they harnessed broad, landscape level changes in information
and communication technology to produce fewer constraints on user mobility. The success of Uber and
firms like them could become the new regime.
Three Cases
The remainder of this dissertation looks at cases of data, information, and the production of mobility to
capture specific ways in which information is becoming a transportation resource. In the context of this
dissertation, these papers reveal how the use and transformation of data into information relates to the
ability to access mobility and the power to plan for it. The first case looks at the increasing amount of data
generated by smartphone users to show their desire for mobility and suggest ways in which planning
bodies can adapt their own systems. It shows how data can be transformed for personal and planning
needs as it moves between information and human systems. The next case looks at a natural experiment
for the role of information in transport by analyzing a program to increase access to street-hail taxi’s in
underserved areas of New York City at the same time that Uber is starting to impact the market. It
demonstrates that a mixture of technology, policy, and information can expand access to mobility. The
final case looks at the basic geographies and demographics served by ride-hail compared to transit to
understand if they are complements or competitors signaling a change in regime. It highlights the need to
understand this as a growing fundamental challenge in urban transportation, as well as the need to have
proper data regimes to plan for the future.
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Table 1.3 Case study characteristics

Title

Hypothesis

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Big Data and Travel Desire:

Taxis, Apps, and Transit:

Ridesourcing: friend or foe to

Comparing trip planner data

How the flow of information may

transit? An exploratory study of

exhaust to regional travel

redistribute transport supply to

overlapping supply in 5 US cities

surveys

meet demand

High-volume user generated trip

Policy and technology changes

Ride-hail and transit have both

desire data can provide origin-

enabled through information

elements of competition and

destination insight where actual

communication systems have

complementarity based on the

journey data is limited.

altered the availability of for-hire-

time of day and background

vehicle origins

demographics of the places they
serve.

Data

• Regional Household

• 2012 & 2015 for-hire-vehicle

• 2016 Zip-code level origin data

Transportation Survey (RHTS)

origin and destination data

in 5 cities from a major TNC

from New York City and

from the New York City Taxi &

Philadelphia

Limousine Commission

• Journey planning origin and

• Uber coordinate origin data

destination data from the

released to the city one-time in

Transit app

2014

• 2015 Employment data from the
Longitudinal EmployerHousehold Dynamics dataset
(LEHD)
• 2015 Population characteristics

• 2015 Uber origin coordinates
booked through the Transit

from the American Community
Survey (ACS)

app

Methods

• Origin-Destination

• Random sample comparison of

• Exploratory regression analysis

comparison via visualization

different service types by zone

to match influential variables

and linear regression.

of city and distance from

with potential testable

transit.

hypotheses.

• Chi-square analysis of distance
patterns using a Monte Carlo
technique.

Findings

Large OD data from journey

Increased distribution of FHV

Though transit and TNC services

planners agrees with

origins is not explained solely by

do spatially overlap at times, they

methodically collected but

increased supply. Information-

respond more strongly to different

smaller RHTS data. This

mediated services – Uber &

forces. Transit serves factors that

indicates that journey planner

Transit app - had greater origin

lead to consistency in daily

data can used to determine OD

distribution than primarily street-

demand like job density. TNC’s

demand.

hail based services.

have greater attraction to factors
with less stochastic demand like
population, age, and income.

Insight

When data about supply is used
within a mobility sociotechnical
system it can reveal data about
demand.

• Increasing access isn’t only a

Data regimes matter. The data

matter of technology or policy,

available for this research

but is a matter of both

indicated a few possible scenarios

• More complex interactions

but access to more detailed

with information allows supply

existing data could have revealed

and demand to meet with

more concrete conclusions.

more efficiency.
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Chapter 2 - Big Data and Travel Desire:
Comparing trip planner data exhaust to regional travel
surveys

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to understand how large and continuous quantities of volunteered or usercreated geographic information about trip planning compares to methodically collected, but significantly
smaller sampled travel survey data. As personalized route planning through computers, smartphones, and
GPS devices has become routine behavior, the data generated from these searches - often called data
exhaust – can provide new and continuous insight into travel demand. Of interest in this paper is the
fidelity of origin and destination information. Specifically, three data sets will be compared: The Regional
Household Transportation Survey (RHTS) from the New York Metropolitan Transportation Council
(NYMTC) and the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) serving Philadelphia against the
origin-destination trip planning searches done in an app called ‘Transit’ - a popular smartphone
application used to find the schedules for nearby transit (will be referred to as: the Transit app).
There is a great desire for origin-destination travel information to describe travel patterns. Planners,
politicians, developers, and transport agencies have a need to understand how people and goods flow
between, and across, urban areas. Travel surveys have become an important apparatus for understanding
how current infrastructure is used, how travel patterns have changed over time, what future
infrastructure is needed, and what kinds of connectivity residents experience in practice. Comparing a
continuous data source like the Transit App to the meticulous but periodic and established travel surveys
can shed light on their compatibilities and differences for learning about travel behavior.
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Background
The rise of cheap communications and location technology as exemplified by the smartphone has created
many new travel practices for the general public (Aguiléra, Guillot, and Rallet 2012; Line, Jain, and Lyons
2011). One of these is the ability to use apps to find transit schedule and routing information curated to
the users’ exact location and time while mobile (Jain 2006). The passenger benefits of this new practice
have been well documented (Brakewood, Barbeau, and Watkins 2014; Ferris, Watkins, and Borning 2010;
Davidson 2017), as have the related deployment practices of transport agencies (Schweiger 2011) –
including the need for open schedule data. These concepts have been fundamental precursors to the
creation and adoption of the Transit App and its competitors. One element that has not been studied
nearly as well is the potential public use of the backend data created by these applications.
Large, comprehensive travel surveys typically look like the RHTS commissioned by NYMTC or the DVRPC the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for New York City and Philadelphia respectively. MPOs are
mandated by the federal government to act as conduits for federal transportation money allocated to
urbanized areas. Their overall function is to help coordinate regional spending on transportation-related
projects. Estimates of demand for travel facilities provide an important input into that process. Most
MPOs use some variant of a household travel survey to understand relationships between origin,
destination, trip purpose, and household demographics, which in turn inform travel demand models
(Winters, Barbeau, and Georggi 2008; P. R. Stopher 1992; Adler, Rimmer, and Carpenter 2002).
Many studies and trials have attempted to bring interactive communication and GPS technology into
travel survey methodologies. One of the first was conducted in Lexington, KY by the Federal Highway
Administration in 1996 and later replicated in The Netherlands and Australia (P. Stopher, FitzGerald, and
Xu 2007). However, participants still needed to verify data and provide attributes such as trip purpose and
mode. Sample sizes were also low as GPS equipment was still expensive and the devices needed to be
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funded by the surveyor. In 2004 the Florida Department of Transportation began development of a presmartphone survey tool that would “use PDAs and GPS add-on modules rather than paper diaries for
easier and more accurate tracking of person movements known as TRAC-IT,” (Winters, Barbeau, and
Georggi 2008, vii). The conceptual project outlined a rationale and procedure for how contemporary
technology could be integrated into government run travel surveys. A few years later a 2012 regional
travel survey in Singapore known as the Future Mobility Survey, had a smartphone-based based pilot
project on a thousand-person subset of a thirty-thousand person survey. The smartphone survey was
found to be a more complicated exercise for respondents than anticipated by the surveyors. The reasons
essentially boiled down to functional but unsophisticated software engineering and design. For example,
users reported a notable drop in battery life and a frustrating experience with map and notification
portions of the application (Cottrill et al. 2013). However, as GPS accessibility and methods have improved
steadily, the next generation of travel surveys will rely in whole or in part on data derived from GPS devices
(Wolf et al. 2014).
The data collection comparison made here to the Transit App is different from many previous attempts.
The projects profiled above have attached burgeoning interactive communication and GPS technology to
existing travel survey methodologies. Their end goals are about providing a use case for the surveyor and
not the application user. In contrast, this paper adapts a hypothesis advocated by Viktorsson which
suggests “the active encouragement of user participation greatly improves both the reliability and
efficiency of the [traveler-information] service,” (Viktorsson 2013, 201). In other words, good user services
become better tools for both the user and the provider. This makes intuitive sense: most market based
applications need to appeal to the user first which then enables other business functions. The Transit App
has been created by design and programming professionals who have an interest in creating a product
that is used every day by a global audience of transit users. Thus they need to make an app that is highly
intuitive, functional, and easy on the phones’ hardware in order to attract and keep a user base. Extracting
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travel patterns from a tool that is primarily an information service for users flips the notion of a travel
survey on its head.

The Data
Regional Household Transportation Survey
The RHTS data from both New York and Philadelphia were chosen for their similarity in infrastructure and
data. Both regions have robust transit networks where we would expect transit trips to be prominent in
a household travel survey thus making for an apt comparison to the Transit App. While nuanced
differences do exist in the underlying data collecting and reporting methodologies, they both provide a
weighted trip origin and destination located to a transportation analysis zone (TAZ) for all modes including
public transportation. In both cases each MPO’s version of the RHTS was developed to inform its in-house
Regional Transportation Model. These models are used to estimate compliance with greenhouse gas and
congestion standards at the regional level (New York Metropolitan Transportation Council, 2011). As a
secondary use, the RHTS may reveal transportation patterns at the local level, but its results are not
validated below the county level and only provide course directional at best.
The RHTS for both regions recruits at the household level and asks participants to maintain a travel diary
for one day. Participants report diaries only on weekdays while school is in session to ultimately produce
data about an ‘average’ workday. An RHTS record will indicate origin and destination of a participant’s
trip at the TAZ level (sub-census tract) and higher as well as trip purpose, traveler demographics, travel
duration, trip time, and modes used. Each record is then weighted to extrapolate how many similar trips
in the general population will occur in a day. Therefore, one observed record could represent dozens to
several thousand trips. Because of the small sample size of trip records for a large and populous area many
TAZs will have zero, or very few, sample observations. The lack of observations leads to a need to group
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TAZs into higher-level geographies to achieve statistically valid sample sizes. As a rule of thumb, a
minimum of 30 observations in a given subset are required to attain statistical significance, and an RHTS
does not validate results below county level geography (Kim 2015). While Philadelphia and New York City
operate distinct and independent RHTS endeavors with differences in methodology – they are each
accepted as an official version of reality in their respective regions. Therefore, this analysis will not
attempt to adjust data between regions. For brevity moving forward, both surveys will just be referred to
as the RHTS.
Transit App
The Transit App is a smartphone application currently used by millions of people to check real-time local
transit schedules and plan transit trips in over 100 regions. The app is produced by a start-up company
located in Montreal. The founders of the company have generously made their back-end data sets
available to the research team.

Figure 2.1: Transit App Screenshots showing Real-Time Bus Information (left), Trip Planning (center), and Shared
Transportation Service Options (right)
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The Transit App does not collect data for the purpose of surveying, but rather for the purposes of providing
a travel information service to users. At its core The Transit App shows users the next departure of all
nearby transit services. While the application also features information on some bike share, car share, and
ride-hail services its home screen prominently displays the next departures of all nearby transit without
requiring the user to do anything more than open the application. This is useful for the most common
transit trips – where the user knows the route options, they just want to find the next departure. However,
in many cases more information is desired, such as routing directions or travel time information. In this
case the user can enter a destination and get detailed origin-destination transit routing information. The
origin, destination, and device data is logged to a backend server because it is necessary to then provide
the search result. This backend server then becomes a 100% sample of searches performed with the
application (Vermette 2015).
This remnant data is known as data exhaust. The App does not collect any demographic variables because
collection is not necessary to provide route information. In fact, the App cannot even be sure if a trip has
actually taken place. Instead, what is known is that a user had an interest in determining a route from an
origin to a destination at a given time. The records indicate the latitude and longitude of the origin and
destinations, the time of the search, and if the user was looking to leave at, or arrive by, a certain time.
Since the app only provides transit directions, we can assume that the user had an interest in making the
trip by mass transit. Most often, the origin point is the user’s current location. The App is tasked with
searches many thousands of times a day, making the data exhaust continuous for any range of dates or
urban geography. While the lack of demographic variables is a major limitation compared to traditional
surveys with this data exhaust, the App’s large user and constant searches increases the sample size
significantly.
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The RHTS and the Transit App
The RHTS and the Transit App data both provide an origin, destination, and time-of-day variables. The
fundamental difference is that the RHTS asks a smaller population sample to recall actual trips from a
particular day, while the Transit App simply provides search queries for A-to-B route searches by its large
body of users in real-time. The RHTS provides a rich set of demographic, trip purpose, and travel
characteristic variables. The Transit App collects none of those variables.
The last RHTS was conducted in 2010/11 for New York and 2012/13 for Philadelphia, with the prior surveys
about 12 years earlier, and represents a ‘typical’ weekday during the school year. The New York survey
has almost 150,000 linked trips conducted by 18,000 households at a cost of $4.5 million ($250 per
sampled household) throughout the 28 county NYC Tri-State Area (Southern New York, Northern New
Jersey, and Southeastern Connecticut). Due to differences in population size and methodology, the DVRPC
survey had 80,000 trips from 9,000 households over a 9 county area. In comparison, in 2014 – the closest
available year to the RHTS surveys - the Transit App averaged over 3 million route searches globally each
month, with 200,000 per month in New York City limits and X in Philadelphia alone. It is this vast difference
in data volume and the cost of acquiring the data that makes the Transit App an attractive comparison to
the RHTS.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of data collection between RHTS and the Transit app

Regional Household
Transportation Survey (RHTS)

Transit App

Origin-destination geography

Sub census tract area

Latitude & longitude

Demographic information

Age, gender, race, income,
employment

None

Timestamp

Time of trip

Time of search

Mode choice

All modes

Presumed to be transit

Trip completed?

Yes, only trips taken are
recorded

Don’t know: measures routing
queries

Sample

Small random sample of
general population

100% of users of the Transit
App

Method

Travel journal as recorded via
recall for one weekday per
household during school year

All origin-destination searches
which can be linked to device
ID

Magnitude of Records
acquired

10’s of thousands of linked
trips per survey

Hundreds of thousands O-D
queries per city per month,
growing.

Period of data collection

Each recruited household
records travel from one
assigned day during year of
study

Continuous. This paper focuses
on data from 10 months in
2014.

Cost

NYMTC: $4.5 million ($250 per
household)

Free or potential licensing
cost. Data collected as part of
operations

Methodology & Results
The goal of this analysis is to understand the similarity between origin-destination (OD) pairs from
different datasets. An origin is considered the geographic zone in which a trip begins while a destination
is the geographic zone in which a trip ends. This definition is directional, meaning that the reverse trip is
considered a separate OD pair.
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Similarity will be determined in two ways: First, visually via a choropleth chart to inspect the volume and
direction of trips across geographic areas. Secondly via a regression equation to quantify variation
between data sets using the percent of trips in each OD pair. A count from the Transit App ‘trip’ table,
representing queries of trips users would like to make, will be compared to the weighted trip field in the
linked-trip table from each RHTS, representing a survey of actual trips taken.
Unit of analysis
The smallest unit of analysis used in this study will be Zip Code tabulation areas (ZCTA) as defined by the
US Census. The RHTS datasets already have an origin and destination Zip Code defined, while the Transit
App data points were aggregated using GIS. The Zip Code is an attractive candidate for analysis because
most populated counties have at least few dozen Zip Codes, thus providing a consistent unit between the
county level (where RHTS data is validated) and TAZ (where it is collected). As an exception, New York
City data will be aggregated up to the Community Board level for visualization purposes. This is primarily
a matter of space constrains – New York has over 180 ZCTA areas leading to nearly 35,000 OD pairs. By
contrast Philadelphia has just 47 ZCTA areas, which would create 47^2 = 2,209 origin-destination pairs.
New York City’s 71 Community Boards provide a defined geography which can fit on one page as a 5,041cell matrix.

Step 1: Select similar data
The most basic comparison between these data sets should be as similar and conservative as possible.
Common denominator conditions are listed in the following table:
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Table 2.2: Common Denominator Data Constraints

Record

Limiting Data set

Reason for limitation

Modification, if necessary

RHTS

RHTS only represents the

Only Transit App weekday

‘average’ weekday during

records for Feb-June and

the school year

Sept-Nov will be used

Characteristic
Weekdays during
the school year

(2014)
Unweighted

Transit App

records

The Transit App only

Trip weight factors from the

supplies search query meta-

RHTS will be summed

data and does not

separately from the count

extrapolate records for

of records

other purposes
Public Transit trips

Transit App

The Transit App only

Only public transit trips

provides transit routing

from the RHTS will be

information, thus users are

counted

not querying the app for
trips they intend to take on
other modes
Sample Size validity RHTS

RHTS practitioners accept 30

O-D pairs with a sample of

records as a minimum valid

less than 30 records will be

sample size for a sample

marked

subset

Because of the preceding constraints, data will be selected from the Transit App only from weekdays
during the months of September-November and February-June. From the RHTS, only trips that indicate
that they were done on public transit will be selected. Finally, for both data sets, only those trips that
begin and end in New York City or Philadelphia limits will be selected. The most direct comparison will be
between record counts of the same origin-destination pairs in which both RHTS and Transit App samples
contain data.
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Step 2: Bundle geography
Using a desktop GIS package, origin and destination information from each data set are spatially joined to
a geographic unit – Zip Code for Philadelphia and New York, in addition to Community Board via the TAZ
centerpoint for just New York City. The number of records found for each unique origin-destination pair
is then summed. For example, a record with an origin in Manhattan Community Board 1 (101) and
destination in Brooklyn Community Board 2 (302) would be given the code ‘101_302’. All records with
that code will be summed to provide a count. Trips in the opposite direction – ‘302_101’ – will coded and
counted separately. The RHTS has an additional summation as it provides both the number of records,
and a weight representing the number of trips that the record represents in the population. For the Transit
App there is only the number of records.

Step 3: Visualize
An OD matrix is a 2-dimensional grid with origins on one axis, and destinations on the other, so that each
cell represents the sum of trips between the origin and destination. This simplicity is superior to a
geographic map, which can quickly lose readability when trying to compare multiple dimensions across
multiple geographic areas. Further, shading is used to also represent the cell value, with darker shading
meaning higher values.
Visualization Results
[Figures: See OD matrices at end of this chapter – Figures 2.6 – 2.12]
New York
The ‘RHTS Weighted Trip Count’ (Figure 2.7)
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The RHTS survey estimates over 6 million weekday trips, which is in line with other estimates for transit
ridership. The darker the color, the more trips occur between the community boards on the axis; white
indicates no data for those origin-destination pairs.
Several patterns begin to emerge from this visualization. First, most transit travel seems to occur within
the Borough (county) of origin or to Manhattan. Second, Midtown (Community Board 105) dominates as
the most common origin or destination. Third, travel within a community board (the top-left to bottomright diagonal) is also strong and darkly shaded. Fourth, transit travel between many community boards
(especially between boroughs besides Manhattan) is not picked up well by the survey - 62% of cells contain
no data.
Figure 2.8 shows the Transit app data for New York, which unlike the previous RHTS trip grid, contains
only the number of records. However, a similar pattern appears spatially in terms of the dominance of
Manhattan in general and Midtown in particular as an origin and destination point, as well as strong travel
patterns within the same origin borough and same origin community board. The most major visual
difference is that many cells with no data from the RHTS have data from the Transit App - only 8.2% of
cells contain no data, mostly corresponding to unpopulated districts, as opposed to the 62% of cells for
the RHTS trip grid.
Another visual difference is the appearance of asymmetry between inbound and outbound trips. This
may be related to users only asking for routing for one direction of their trip – typically the trip to the
destination, rather than from it. Notably, there are a lot of records coming from the airports (Community
Boards 480 & 483) for the Transit App, but almost none showing up in the RHTS. This discrepancy begs
the question of how these popular trip generators go unrepresented in the RHTS (but that is a question
for a different paper).
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Finally, additional coloring also on the Transit App Data (Figure 2.8) indicates if the threshold of validity of
30 records per subset used by RHTS practitioners is met. Yellow indicates below 30 records, red indicates
below 5 records, and white means there are no records. This additional coloring is then applied to the
RHTS in Figure 2.9, which counts only the number of records in the sample (rather than a weight
representing the number of trips as in Figure 2.7). Here the comparison between the RHTS and the Transit
App is most stark: at the community board level 97% of RHTS cells do not meet the 30 record or more
guideline for validity compared to 37% of cells using Transit App data.
Philadelphia
The RHTS survey estimates over 1.1 million weekday public transit trips, which is in line with other
estimates for transit ridership (Dickens 2015). Philadephia’s RHTS patterns are not as clear as New York
(Figure 2.11). Public transit travel is oriented towards Center City, while neighborhood travel patterns
appear more diffuse. For example, Northwest Philadelphia shows very few transit trips that stay within
the neighborhood, while Northeast Philadelphia appears to capture some. The single Zip Code with the
most trips is 19104 - technically in West Philadelphia. However, this Zip Code is home to the University of
Pennsylvania, Drexel University, and Amtraks’ 30th Street Station. Overall 1580 cells (71.5%) contain no
data.
Similar to New York, the Philadelphia Transit app visualization shows a familiar but more fleshed out
pattern of origin-destination pairs (Figure 2.12). Travel is concentrated in Center City and also West
Philadelphia, with 19104 again being the Zip Code with the most OD pairs. Perhaps most interestingly
Northeast Philadelphia pops with activity that was only slightly visible from the RHTS data. Only 96 cells
(4.3%) contain no data, most of them in 19112 – the old Navy Yard at the extreme southern tip of the city.
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Step 4: Mathematically Compare
While the RHTS and Transit app grids are visually comparable, a simple regression was devised to
mathematically compare the proportion of records in each cell between the data sets. If the results are
significant with low variability, then the Transit App data could be conceivably used to fill in spatial and
temporal gaps in RHTS records. From the visual interpretations above, it is hypothesized that OD patterns
would be similar, meaning that an OD pair with 1% of RHTS trip estimates would also have 1% of Transit
App queries when only pairs where both sets have values are used as the denominator.
Prerequisite:
In order to compare like with like it is only possible to consider cells with data in both sets. Therefore,
from this point on this exercise compares values in the cells (origin-destination pairs) where the RHTS
and Transit App both have non-zero values. For example, this equates to 1,896 cells from the New
York community board visualization and 629 cells in the Philadelphia Zip Code visualization. The
denominator for each dataset will be the sum from these cells. This normalizes directly comparable
data-pairs.

∑

𝑇𝐴 𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒

𝑔𝑒𝑜 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡

∑

𝑅𝐻𝑇𝑆

𝑔𝑒𝑜 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡

Ratio Equation:
Create a ratio of records in each cell.
RHTS:

𝑃𝑐𝑡𝑅𝐻𝑇𝑆 =

𝑅𝐻𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
∑ 𝑅𝐻𝑇𝑆

;

Transit App:

𝑃𝑐𝑡𝑇𝐴 =

𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
∑ 𝑇𝐴

This is the percent of total records in each cell.

Regression Equation:
𝑃𝑐𝑡𝑇𝐴 = 𝑃𝑐𝑡𝑅𝐻𝑇𝑆 𝑥 + 𝑏
Where 𝑥 + 𝑏 transform an RHTS value into a TA value. If 𝑥 = 1 and 𝑏 = 0 then the values are the
same.
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RHTS Sample Sizes – Geographic Methodology:

Figure 2.2: While the number of stars does not change, the
size and shape of the bin determines the size of the sample
count. Smaller geographies are more likely to have no data /
small sample sizes

While smaller geographies can offer more resolution, that resolution is only meaningful if the underlying
sample is better than a random distribution. A fundamental issue with the RHTS is its sample size. Given
the vast number of OD combinations in a metro area, it’s impossible to get sufficient respondents for
every permutation of trip mode, time, and geography. It’s likely that for travel between unpopular districts
no survey respondent reported a trip in the specified time window. This has already been a noted limit
of RHTS type surveys – but it is reiterated here because the sample size that determines the estimate
ratios matters for a robust comparison. A larger geography will a capture a larger sample size leading to a
more robust conclusion, but with coarser resolution, as is the case with the stars in the blue squares versus
the larger orange triangles in Fig 2.2. It’s a major reason that RHTS OD findings are not validated below
the county level. Thus each city in this paper is studied using larger geographic bins used to catch the most
RHTS samples, and smaller bins to see resolution. In New York this will be Zip Code, community boards,
and boroughs (which are counties). For Philadelphia, this will be Zip Codes, neighborhoods (made up of
two or more adjacent Zip Codes) and a districts (made up of two adjacent neighborhoods).
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Figure 2.3: Map of Philadelphia Zip Codes combined into representative neighborhoods and districts used in this study.

RHTS Sample Sizes - Results:
As expected, as geographic size increased, so did the number of RHTS observations. Since New York City
has the distinction of being composed of five counties (the Boroughs) a county-to-county comparison is
also available for that city. At the borough level fully 76% of RHTS OD combinations have more than 30
observations and 84% have more than five observations. In fact the average number of observations is
over 450 (this only includes pairs that have non-zero values). In contrast, 86% of OD combinations have
no data at the Zip Code level, and an average of less than 3 observations per non-zero OD pair. The ratio
of pairs without data falls to 63% at the Community Board level, but there is still only an average of just
over 5 observations per non-zero pair. While Philadelphia shows very similar numbers at the Zip Code
level to New York, the Neighborhood unit has notably fewer OD pairs with no data and a higher non-zero
average observation count. Including OD pairs with no data, 45% of areas have more than five RHTS
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observations at the neighborhood level. At the District unit, the average count per OD pair is above 30.
Given the higher number of RHTS observations (specifically above 30 average observations per OD pair),
comparisons from the Borough and (NYC) and District (Philadelphia) level are expected to produce the
most significant comparison to the Transit App.
Table 2.3 OD Pair Count of RHTS Observations per Geographic Unit

NYC

0 / No Data

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16 to 20

21 to 25

25 to 30

31+

Count

29,479

4,427

244

40

19

1

7

8

Percent

86.1%

12.9%

0.7%

0.1%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Non-zero

Std.

Average

Dev

2.3

3.2

5.4

9.0

452.2

764.8

2.7

3.8

12.9

20.1

36.3

61.1

Zip Code (185)

Community District (71)
Count

3,177

1,388

252

100

39

29

17

39

Percent

63.0%

27.5%

5.0%

2.0%

0.8%

0.6%

0.3%

0.8%

Borough (county) (5)
Count

1

3

0

2

0

0

0

19

Percent

4.0%

12.0%

0.0%

8.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

76.0%

Count

1,580

564
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8

6

1

1

2

Percent

71.5%

25.5%

2.1%

0.4%

0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.1%

Philadelphia
Zip Code (47)

Neighborhood (13)
Count

37

56

32

16

7

9

1

11

Percent

21.9%

33.1%

18.9%

9.5%

4.1%

5.3%

0.6%

6.5%

Count

2

12

7

3

6

5

0

14

Percent

4.1%

24.5%

14.3%

6.1%

12.2%

10.2%

0.0%

28.6%

District (7)

Note: Number of geographic areas in parentheses. Potential number of OD pairs is (geo area)^2.
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Regression Results
In both New York and Philadelphia higher levels of aggregations displayed higher levels of correlation
between the percentage of Transit App queries and RHTS trip estimates. The highest level of correlation,
with an R2 of 0.97, was observed at the NYC Borough level. This is validating since boroughs are considered
counties, and the RHTS is considered validated above the county level. Thus, the high correlation and
significant p-value indicates that the Transit App trip queries occur in proportions correlated to known
travel via the RHTS survey – approximately 1.13 RHTS trips for each Transit App query with 97% of the
variance explained. At smaller units of geography the correlation is weaker but still explains about 50% of
the variance at the Community Board level. The findings are not robust at the Zip Code level, which is
likely due to low sample counts per Zip Code unit on the RHTS side of the equation. Similar results show
from Philadelphia: neighborhoods made up of adjacent Zip Codes had a nearly perfectly linear relationship
to the RHTS, with a coefficient of 0.99 and an intercept considered to be not different from zero, which
explained 73% of the variance. Districts made up of adjacent neighborhoods had a slightly higher
coefficient and could account for 87% of the variance. Like New York, the higher resolution Zip Code
analysis was also weak in Philadelphia. All equations showed significance beyond the .99 confidence
interval, as did all coefficients. All but two intercepts were significant at the .90 confidence interval or
better, but their values were extremely close to zero. Thus all intercepts were found to be extremely close
to or not different from zero – meaning that a zero intercept is appropriate.
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Table 2.4: Regression Results

New York City
Bin
n
Coefficient
Intercept
R2
Std Err
p-value

Zip Code

Community
Board

Philadelphia
Borough
(county)

Zip Code

Neighborhood

District

4743
1864
24
629
132
47
0.317***
0.905***
1.138***
0.289***
0.994***
1.077***
1.46E5.11e-05**
0.0058*
1.13E-03***
4.69E-05
1.65E-03
04***
0.116
0.505
0.971
0.151
0.728
0.872
2.98E-04
0.002
0.0124
1.63E-03
5.86E-03
0.012
< 0.001*** < 0.001*** < 0.001*** < 0.001***
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
Phl intercepts not significant. p = 0.94, 0.45

Figure 2.4: New York City Regression Chart, by unit of analysis

Figure 2.5: Philadelphia Regression Chart, by unit of analysis
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Discussion and Conclusion
At broader levels of aggregation the Transit App data is shown to significantly mimic patterns exhibited in
the RHTS data set. This match is considerable between the county and neighborhood/multiple Zip Code
geographic scales but becomes very weak by the scale of a single Zip Code. This consistent result between
two cities has many useful implications. It suggests that the relationship between the trip query searches
and travel reality may hold with other cities and at finer spatiotemporal resolutions, but the comparison
to the RHTS is too coarse to prove at resolution comparable to the Zip Code and finer. Future research
should aim to verify the ground truth of using trip routing queries to understand travel demand and desire
at smaller resolutions.
For the Transit app trip table data specifically, its greatest advantage is that it is shown to provide a much
larger continuous data set at a fraction of the cost and effort of traditional travel survey methodology due
to it being a byproduct of a user service. Its downside is that it lacks any explanatory variables and does
not indicate if a trip has actually taken place. Thus, it is not a complete replacement for a travel survey.
Rather, origin-destination query data like that from the Transit App shows promise as a tool to either fill
in gaps in robust travel survey data collection or to understand rough travel demand on its own. It also
has the added advantage of being available across multiple metropolitan areas, thus opening the door for
standardized comparisons across regions. In these ways, it does demonstrate that origin-destination
searches conducted for the users benefit, rather than an explicit survey, can inform planners and others
about travel demand.
This paper’s observations open up many questions for future research. In addition to the need to validate
finer spatiotemporal OD resolutions, these findings suggest that other similar big data sets should be
studied to see if they can enhance our knowledge of local transport needs. For example, the Transit App’s
focus on mass transportation can be used to fill in wide data gaps in other regions where travel surveys
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can exhibit underwhelming, or even unusable, samples of transit ridership. Other trip planning services
can show origin-destination by other modes: Google Maps, for example, is the most popular service for
trip planning and it supports car, transit, bike, and walking searches. However, like other journey planning
software their search query data is privately held and not openly available to researchers. As this kind of
data exhaust of origin-destination routing searches conducted by the end user is further examined, it can
add greatly to our understanding of travel demand and travel desire writ large and at an increasingly fine
spatiotemporal resolution.
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Figure 2.6: Map of New York City community boards and boroughs used in this study.
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Figure 2.7: NYC-RHTS Weighted Trip Count
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Figure 2.8: NYC-Transit app record count
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Figure 2.9: NYC-RHTS sample record count
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Figure 2.10: Map of Philadelphia Zip Codes combined into representative neighborhoods and districts used in this study.
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Figure 2.11: Philly-RHTS Trip Estimates
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Figure 2.12: Philadelphia-Transit app record count.
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Figure 2.13: Philly-RHTS Sample Count
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Chapter 3 - Taxis, Apps, and Transit:
How the flow of information may redistribute transport
supply to meet demand

Introduction
This chapter’s goal is to understand the impact of information on transportation by evaluating the spatial
distribution of New York City’s for-hire vehicle (FHV) market. Changes in the market’s regulation and
operation, as well as improved data reporting requirements, combined to form a natural experiment that
reveals changes in transport supply and demand. Taxi service has historically been highly concentrated in
Manhattan’s core. However, since 2013 the FHV market expanded with a Green/Boro taxi program and
the strong growth of ride-sourcing companies like Uber, Lyft, and Juno. Simultaneously, individuals’ use
of mobility aggregators to compare transport options like public transit, bikeshare, and FHVs has grown
significantly. This process has policy implications, as the pursuit of travel information may lead to different
use of transportation modes or networks. This chapter will look at these FHV types and a segment of trips
booked through the Transit app (a smartphone-based mobility aggregator) to understand how
information exchange could influence mobility supply and demand.

Background & Literature Review
Changes in communication and transportation
Changes in transportation have long been linked to changes in communication technology, as both
activities are complimentary and substitutable (Allenby 2008). The rise of the mobile phone has allowed
users to communicate without remaining at fixed locations (Hans 2004), which can “permit new practices
and innovation in our relationship with space and travel” (Aguiléra, Guillot, and Rallet 2012). Mobile
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devices are purposefully meant to allow interaction with the environment (Thrift and French 2002). Userdirected digital mapping and asset management via information communication technology (ICT) devices
have enabled significant new forms of travel at mass market scales (Taylor 2016). Many of these forms of
travel are now shared asset transportation modes in which users can utilize excess capacity of discrete
goods/services for travel - such as car-, bike- or ride-share (Benkler 2004; Bottsman and Woo 2010).
These new travel options, combined with improved transit and road congestion information available
through mobility aggregators produce a curated user travel experience based on preferences, exact
location, the time of day, and accessible transportation alternatives (Jain 2006; Line, Jain, and Lyons 2011;
S. Shaheen, Cohen, and Martin 2017). The most popular travel apps, such as Google Maps, include routing
by several modes. In essence, mobility aggregators present information to help people produce reliability
from the surrounding transport options (Brakewood et al. 2017; Davidson 2017).
The ability to interpret transportation information is underlying many new behaviors. Ackoff’s DataInformation-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy posits that data are observable facts, information is
the comparison of data, knowledge is the synthesis of multiple sources of information over time, and
wisdom is an evaluated understanding after long exposure to knowledge (Ackoff 1989). This model is
helpful for understanding the process of turning data into behavioral decisions over time.
By adapting the Ackoff model, transportation information can be understood as the use of transportation
data in the visualization, analysis, and decision-making processes. It distinguishes data as an observable,
factual representation of a real world event (the bus began its route at 5:10pm); information as data that
is processed to be useful and given meaning through relational connection (the route started 10 minutes
late); and eventually, knowledge as the human understanding of expected outcomes for various options
(riders learn to use a more reliable route or mode).
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Evolution in the taxi market
As the largest FHV market in North America (Schaller 2006), New York City provides a robust look at the
spatial impact of different interventions to manage the FHV supply. Despite its regulatory capture of the
entire city street-hail market, the taxi-fleet was anecdotally known to concentrate in Manhattan - where
only 20% of the population resides (Snead 2015). This became verifiable in 2008, when the TLC
implemented the Taxi & Livery Passenger Enhancement Program (TPEP/LPEP), which installed digital
communications systems enabling mobile credit card processing and GPS logging for every trip (Poulsen
et al. 2016). This feature created continuous data which confirmed that nearly 95% of Yellow Taxi trips
begin or end in Manhattan and the airports (Stiles et al. 2014). With this evidence in hand, the city was
able to successfully craft and implement the Five-Borough Taxi Plan (“Boro Taxis” n.d.; “Five Borough Taxi
Plan” 2012), which implemented the new Green Taxi service in 2013.
The new Green taxis could accept street hails everywhere except the airports or Manhattan below 96th
St on the East Side and 110th St on the West Side. This left the dominant area of the taxi market to Yellow
Taxis, but encouraged new FHV supply in the rest of the city. This strategy specifically addressed the
geographic imbalance in the Yellow Taxi market and provided a major expanse in the legal ability to accept
a street hail (“Five Borough Taxi Plan” 2012).
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Figure 3.1: Yellow & Green Street-hail taxi service. Source: NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission.

Shortly after the FHV market also began contending with a new, unplanned entrant: Transportation
Network Companies (TNC), commonly known by the main providers - Uber and Lyft. This class of FHV prearranges trips digitally using a smartphone app. The use of the applications removed friction from both
dispatching and payment by automatically pairing nearby riders and drivers using a geo-aware algorithm
to provide arrival times and process credit card payments (Poulsen et al. 2016). In contrast, Yellow and
Green Taxis required immediate physical co-presence to perform a street-hail, or the ability of the rider
to call a radio dispatcher, describe their location, and wait an unknown amount of time. Comparatively,
the TNC system provided a better experience than a phone dispatch and competed strongly with street
hails, but only for customers willing to set up an account via smartphone using a credit or debit card (a
notable limitation for accessibility).
The costs and benefits of TNCs are only beginning to be understood. While the services are clearly well
used and expanding daily, publicly available detailed & consistent data on ride-sourcing’s use is hard to
come by. Some of the more notable studies corroborate that people find the services to be convenient
(Rayle et al. 2014), but also indicate that they also depress traditional taxi markets and add to congestion
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(Schaller 2017) – particularly as the services have experienced very strong growth past this study’s
timeline.
By contrast, the passenger benefits of real-time travel information, particularly in public transportation,
has been studied using widely available data. Implementation of real-time arrival systems has led to
increased ridership, satisfaction, and perceptions of control (Brakewood, Barbeau, and Watkins 2014;
Ferris, Watkins, and Borning 2010; Tang and Thakuriah 2012). In a series of focus groups, smartphone
users expressed improved abilities to travel to new parts of town, try different travel modes, and manage
their time more effectively due to newly available real-time travel information (Davidson 2017). The users
acknowledged an actual, and growing dependence on this information. Fueled by technology and data,
people increasingly use their smartphones as their primary source of transportation information leading
to new knowledge and patterns in how to produce more reliable mobility.

Research Question
The overall question of this paper can be divided into 3 parts:
1. How does spatial supply and demand differ amongst the FHV types?
2. Has spatial supply and demand changed since the adoption of Uber and the Green taxi’?
3. What do findings from the above two questions suggest about the role of information in transport
supply and demand?
This paper compares the proximity of trip origins from various FHVs to transit and NYC’s central business
district. The FHV types are traditional street hail (Yellow Taxi), geographically-restricted street hail
(Green/Boro Taxi), ride-sourced TNC (Uber), and ride-sourced TNC booked through a mobility aggregator
(Uber bookings via the Transit app). This last data-source is particularly unique and instructive as it
represents a subset of users who are actively pursuing real-time information about transit, but then
choose to book a TNC instead. As a control, the data from above is compared to Yellow Taxi street hails
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from 2012 – the year before Green Taxis were created, and 2 years before Uber ridership started to impact
the NYC market.

Data
The New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission and the Transit app provided data for this paper. Every
FHV trip in the city is required to be reported at either a trip or aggregate level to the TLC. Data from the
Transit app is a log of geo-located interactions with the software, which includes Uber bookings that
started in the app.
Yellow/Green Taxi Data:
Trip data about Yellow and Green Taxi pick-ups is collected via the TPEP/LPEP devices and is made publicly
available on the TLC’s website (“TLC Trip Record Data” n.d.). For purposes of this study, only the pick-up
location fields are utilized. While data was examined from 2014 through 2016, the scope of the study was
limited to 2015.
Yellow and Green trip data is coded very similarly. Prior to July 2016, pick-up and drop-off locations were
coded using latitude/longitude coordinates, making high resolution cluster analysis possible. After July
2016, data was coded by ‘taxi zone’ - a geographic unit with boundaries defined by the TLC.
Direct Uber data:
Unlike most Uber markets, New York City’s established regulations over pre-arranged livery meant that
Uber had to share data with regulators from the beginning. Public distribution of data delivered to the
TLC was only made available after a Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) request by the data-journalism
blog FiveThirtyEight.com. They obtained six months of Uber origin data by latitude/longitude - April
through September 2014 (“Uber-Tlc-Foil-Response: Uber Trip Data from a Freedom of Information
Request to NYC’s Taxi & Limousine Commission” [2015] 2016). This data was used to examine several
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claims about Uber use and traffic congestion on their popular blog (Bialik, Fischer-Baum, and Mehta 2015;
Fischer-Baum 2015). They then made this data accessible to the public on a GitHub repository in 2015.
Currently, this is the only publicly available large-scale view into Uber origins at the fine resolution
provided by latitude/longitude coordinates. The TLC has since released all pre-arranged livery trip data
going back to 2015 but coded to TLC-defined neighborhood zones.
Transit App Uber Request data:
The Transit app agreed to disclose their data to the author for academic inquiry. As its name implies, the
app primarily focuses on providing real-time and schedule information about transit services, but starting
in 2015 it also integrated several ‘shared’ mobility services such as Car2Go (car-share), Uber (rideshare/ride-source) and most bike share systems. The design of the application provides comprehensive
mobility information in an easy-to-read interface with minimum input from the user.
To function the Transit app shares the user’s GPS coordinates with a server, which then returns
information for all nearby transit lines and supported mobility services. Embedded within the transit
information is an Uber tile with a pickup estimate (Figure 3.2). Tapping this tile launches the Uber app and
starts the process for a ride request.

Figure 3.2: Screenshots of the Transit app show the availability of multiple travel modes. Source: Transit
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This study’s Transit app dataset consists of a table generated by requests to open the Uber app after
selecting the Uber tile (Vermette 2015). All of the records indicate an origin point and a departure time.
Names or demographic variables are not requested nor stored, which protects user’s anonymity.

Data Harmonization
Each of the five data sets has special characteristics that need to be addressed to make proper
comparisons.
Matching the Transit app’s Uber request data with the TLC-Uber origin data is one of this study’s defined
limitations. As the Transit app did not offer the Uber request service until 2015 it’s not possible to directly
match its subset of Uber requests to the 2014 coordinate data reported to the TLC. Though the TLC has
2015 Uber data, the 2015 TLC data was binned into taxi zones which prevents measuring its distribution
from transit. Because of this mismatch, same-year comparisons cannot be made between these sources.
Table 3.1: Comparison of 2014 to 2015 TLC provided Uber data sets
Year

Time frame

n

Growth

In CBD*

%CBD

Data type

TLC - Uber origins

2014

6-mo (Apr-Sept)

4,412,080

2015

6-mo (Jan-June)

14,271,895

NA

223.5%

3,360,280

76.2%

Lat/Long

9,974,257

69.9%

Binned by zones

*CBD (Central Business District) is defined as Manhattan south of 110th St and is based on the area where
Green/Boro Taxis are excluded.

However, to check if the TLC data is spatially different between 2014 to 2015, the 2014 TLC data was
compared in the same taxi zone bins as the 2015 data. The result was that even though the total number
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of trips grew by a substantial 220% the proportional change per taxi zone was very small. When broadly
aggregating trip origins inside and outside the CBD, the percentage of trips outside the CBD increased by
5.8% of total trips. While not an insignificant change, especially when coupled with the growth of the
service, the proportion of service is substantially identical.
Importantly, 2015 data offers additional insights because the city studied the volume of TNC trips and
considered their traffic impacts neutral as they offset reductions in Yellow Taxi use (“For-Hire-Vehicle
Transportation Study” 2016). Thus observable changes in the 2015 marketplace can be considered more
easily from the view of provider rearrangement than overall service growth. Given this and the combined
limitations of the Uber and Transit app data, this study focused on records from the months of April
through September with a focus on 2015 data. Exceptions to the year included the aforementioned 2014
Uber dataset, and a control sample of 2012 Yellow taxi origins – before any of the market interventions
took place.

The following are the data sources used in this study. Records are only selected from April-September for
the given year:
Control
•

Yellow Taxi (2012). Street-hail covering all of NYC. Source: NYC Taxicab Passenger Enhancement
Project (TPEP) (“TLC Trip Record Data” n.d.)

Experimental
•

Yellow Taxi (2015). Street-hail covering all of NYC. Source: NYC TPEP

•

Green Taxi (2015). Street-hail covering Outer Boroughs. Source: NYC LPEP

•

Uber (2014). App dispatch covering all of NYC. Source: FOIL on GitHub depository via NYC TLC
(“Uber-Tlc-Foil-Response: Uber Trip Data from a Freedom of Information Request to NYC’s Taxi &
Limousine Commission” [2015] 2016)
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•

Transit App Uber table (2015). App redirect to Uber covering all of NYC. Source: Transit App
(Vermette 2015)

Methodology
Each data set in this study needed to be spatially mapped and aggregated using a GIS system. Throughout
the process scripts in Python and R helped to arrange, relate, slice, and summarize the data with
comparative descriptive and statistical tests (ArcGIS (version 10.5) 2016; Van Rossum and Drake Jr 1995;
RStudio Team 2015).
Origin points were also grouped by location as inside the Manhattan CBD, or in the rest of the city. For
the purposes of this paper, the CBD is defined as coterminous with the area of Manhattan that Green
Taxis are excluded from (south of 110th Street on the West Side and 96th St on the East Side) and the
airports, as indicated in Figure 3.3. The combined CBD and airport designation is important for two
reasons: 1) the geography, density, and land-use of this area of Manhattan means that nearly all activities
will occur near transit service, and 2) since the vast majority of FHV service took place in the Manhattan
CBD and the airports, the experimental effect of the interventions is more easily captured by the service
outside of this zone.
Data sets ranged between a population of 32 thousand and 87 million, so for all but the smallest dataset,
the study used a 5% random sample from each FHV data set to manage computing resources. The
exception was for the Transit app 2015 data (n=32,398). Distances were calculated for each origin to the
nearest bus stop and subway station in GIS. Descriptive statistics including quantiles were generated for
each data set with summaries produced for the entire city (All), only the CBD and Airports (CBD), or only
the Boroughs and Upper Manhattan excluding the airports (Boro).
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Figure 3.3: Geography of the study area

Subway station distances were further grouped to produce a distribution for goodness-of-fit testing
compared to the 2012 control. The chi-square test can determine if distributions appear different, but it
can be swayed towards significance by large sample sizes. Smaller random samples can also be swayed by
the variability of the selected records. Ultimately, a Monte Carlo simulation using repeated random
sampling was used (Hope 1968). Thus, significance was defined at the alpha > 0.95 confidence interval by
calculating the median chi square p-value from 10,000 trials of 1000 randomly selected records comparing
the control and each experimental dataset.
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•0-250ft •251-500ft •501-•750ft •751-0.25mi
•0.26-0.5mi
•0.51-1mi
•1-3mi
•3+miles

Subway Distance (Bin)

Distance to Transit

Subway

Area/District

All NYC

Mode

Yellow (2012)
Control

Bus

CBD / Airport

Transit App
(2015)

Uber (2014)

Boro

Yellow (2015)

Green (2015)

Figure 3.4: Data descriptors resulting in 162 unique bins to describe mode and location of each FHV origin point.

Figure 3.5: An example of distance bins from the subway mapped in The Bronx.

Results
Descriptive Statistics
More than 8.6 million unique records were analyzed in this study, representing 172 million trip records.
An additional composite of Yellow + Green (2015) taxi data was treated as a separate data source to
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represent the full street hail market experienced by the consumer. While the distance of Uber from public
transit can only be determined from the 2014 data, city-wide 2015 Uber data is also summarized along to
depict the full 2015 FHV market. Density maps of the data are provided in Figure 3.9.

Table 3.2: FHV data population and sample sizes for 6-months.
Flag
Year
method
a pp
Uber (taxi zones)* 2015
Uber (l a t/l ng)
2014
a pp
Transit app
2015
Green
2015
Yellow
2015 s treet ha i l
Yellow + Green** 2015
Yellow (control )
2012 s treet ha i l
2015 6-MO TRIP SUBTOTAL
DATA TOTAL***
Mode

population sample
1000's

14,271.9
4,412.1
32.4
9,637.0
71,137.0
80,774.0
86,905.0
95,045.9
172,123.5

%

n (All) n (Boro) n (CBD) n (Air)
1000's

1000's

1000's

5%
713.6
189.7
496.1
5%
220.6
43.6
167.0
100%
32.4
27.9
4.1
5%
481.9
481.9 NA
5% 3,556.9
512.8 2,964.7
5% 4,038.7
994.7 2,964.7
5% 4,345.2
293.6 3,888.8
4,752.3 1,184.3 3,460.8
8,637.0 1,359.8 7,024.5

1000's

Boro

CBD

Airport

%

%

%

27.76 26.6%
9.97 19.8%
0.42 86.1%
NA
100.0%
79.36 14.4%
79.36 24.6%
162.93
6.8%
107.1 24.9%
252.7 15.7%

69.5%
75.7%
12.6%
NA
83.4%
73.4%
89.5%
72.8%
81.6%

*Uber 2015 (ta xi zones ) i s i ncl uded for reference onl y to provi de a 2015 count. The ta xi zone wa s not us a bl e i n thi s s tudy.
** Yel l ow + Green i s the s um of the s epa ra te Yel l ow a nd Green ta xi da ta s ources
*** DATA TOTAL does not i ncl ude 'Uber 2015' or 'Yel l ow + Green' a s a n i ndependent s ource

Distribution between the CBD Core and the Boroughs
In 2012, nearly 87 million Yellow Taxi trips were recorded between April and September. Fully 93% of
those trips originated in the Manhattan CBD or the airports. In contrast, by 2015 more than 95 million
trips across Yellow, Green, and Uber vehicles were recorded during a six-month period, of which 72%
were in the CBD and 2.3% at the airports, leaving about 25% in the remaining boroughs. The vast majority
of trips – 80 million - were by street hail: 71 million traditional Yellow Taxis and 9.6 million Green/Boro
taxis. Uber makes up the 14 million trip balance. That’s more than 8 million new trips compared to 2012
when only Yellow Taxis were available. At first glance it appears that since the 2015 loss in Yellow Taxi
trips is nearly equal to the gain in Uber trips, that Uber may be taking trips directly from the Yellow Taxis.
However, the data does not show substitution of the same trips because FHV supply grew substantially in
the boroughs outside of the market core, with nearly four times more trips in 2015 compared to 2012.
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3.9%
4.5%
1.3%
NA
2.2%
2.0%
3.7%
2.3%
2.9%

Uber trips booked through the Transit app are a small but very interesting slice of data at this level as well.
While Transit app users in NYC can request an Uber from anywhere, more than 85% of trips are in the
boroughs. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of Green Taxi and Transit app-Uber trips is very different
as seen in the maps (Figure 3.9), which will be discussed later in this paper.
Distance from Transit
FHVs can act as a substitute or complement to transit (King, Peters, and Daus 2012). In general, robust
transit service enables FHV markets because they produce a density of customers who do not have a
personal automobile with them yet may require door-to-door service. Understanding the distribution of
FHVs in relation to nearby transit provides a proxy for that interaction.
In the 2012 baseline year, the average Yellow taxi had a median distance from the nearest subway station
(bus stop in parentheses) of 755 feet (182ft), a mean distance of 1,043 feet (238ft), and a standard
deviation of 1,255 feet (268ft). When looking at just the boroughs, the distances to the subway were
greater, but the distances to the bus decreased slightly. In the boroughs, the 2012 average Yellow Taxi
had a median distance from the nearest subway station of 901 feet (144ft), a mean distance of 1,080 feet
(227ft), and a standard deviation of 1,093 feet (255ft). Table 2 summarizes the median, mean, and
standard deviation distance from transit and then converts them into the percent change from the 2012
Yellow Taxi baseline.
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Table 3.3: Distance between FHV origin and transit

Distance (ft) to Subway or Bus by FHV Type
All NYC
Subway
n
Median
Mean Std. Dev Median
uber (2014)
220,604
816
1,172
1,378
242
TransitApp (2015)
32,398
1,271
2,313
2,862
230
Green Taxi (2015)
481,852
736
925
919
114
Yellow Taxi (2015)
3,623,655
822
1,104
1,189
207
Green & Yellow Taxi (2015) 4,105,507
815
1,083
1,162
196
Yellow Taxi (2012)
4,345,249
755
1,043
1,255
182
BOROUGHS (excludes Airports and CBD)
n
Median
Mean Std. Dev Median
uber (2014)
43,638
1,152
1,509
1,524
271
TransitApp (2015)
27,906
1,413
2,548
2,984
233
Green Taxi (2015)
481,055
736
923
910
114
Yellow Taxi (2015)
512,802
1,055
1,386
1,467
224
Green & Yellow Taxi (2015)
993,857
921
1,161
1,249
161
Yellow Taxi (2012)
293,558
901
1,080
1,093
144
Percent Change since 2012 in Distance to Subway or Bus by FHV Type
All NYC
Subway
n
Median
Mean Std. Dev Median
uber (2014)
220,604
8.1%
12.4%
9.8%
33.0%
TransitApp (2015)
32,398
68.3%
121.8%
128.0%
26.4%
Green Taxi (2015)
481,852
-2.5%
-11.3%
-26.8%
-37.4%
Yellow Taxi (2015)
3,623,655
8.9%
5.8%
-5.3%
13.7%
Green & Yellow Taxi (2015) 4,105,507
7.9%
3.8%
-7.4%
7.7%
Yellow Taxi (2012)
4,345,249
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
BOROUGHS (excludes Airports and CBD)
n
Median
Mean Std. Dev Median
uber (2014)
43,638
27.9%
39.7%
39.4%
88.2%
TransitApp (2015)
27,906
56.8%
135.9%
173.0%
61.8%
Green Taxi (2015)
481,055
-18.3%
-14.5%
-16.7%
-20.8%
Yellow Taxi (2015)
512,802
17.1%
28.3%
34.2%
55.6%
Green & Yellow Taxi (2015)
993,857
2.2%
7.5%
14.3%
11.8%
Yellow Taxi (2012)
293,558
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
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Bus
Mean Std. Dev
303
304
316
312
183
206
252
230
244
228
238
268
Mean Std. Dev
339
284
326
324
182
205
297
270
241
246
227
255
Bus
Mean Std. Dev
27.3%
13.4%
32.8%
16.4%
-23.1%
-23.1%
5.9%
-14.2%
2.5%
-14.9%
0.0%
0.0%
Mean Std. Dev
49.3%
11.4%
43.6%
27.1%
-19.8%
-19.6%
30.8%
5.9%
6.2%
-3.5%
0.0%
0.0%

Examining the full table suggests that the traditional Yellow taxi was contending with drastic change in its
passenger origin distribution even though the overall street-hail system (Yellow + Green) only shifted
incrementally by 2015:
•

After 2014, the average Yellow taxi origin point was further from public transit than in the 2012
control.
o

As a city-wide mean, Yellow Taxis in 2015 were almost 6% further from transit than in
2012.

•

Green Taxis seem attracted to the subway and bus system, having a median origin distance 18%
closer than the 2012 Yellow control.
o

In the outer boroughs, the Green Taxis’ attraction to the subway system was offset by
Yellow movement away from the subway system. For all street hails (yellow + green) there
is only a 2.1% difference in medians.
▪

Even so, mean and standard deviation values were higher - still suggesting net
movement away from the subway.

•

Yellow taxi’s in the boroughs were a median 55% further from bus stops in 2015 compared to
2012.

Part of these changes can be due to TNC-hails. Though Uber’s median distance from the subway is nearly
the same as street-hail operations for the entire city, the mean and standard deviation values are higher
- second only to the effect of the Transit App subset. When looking at just the Boroughs, these distances
increase even more. The Uber origins booked through the Transit app are by far the most dispersed, with
a mean distance from the subway of about 2,300 feet and standard deviation of more than 2,800 feet nearly 130% of the 2012 Yellow taxi benchmark.
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Distribution from the Subway
Each FHV origin was grouped into a bin based on distance from the subway to provide histograms for
additional insight. The histograms provide a way of comparing distribution of service at set linear intervals
when looking at the different modes and geographies, and for testing for significant differences from the
2012 control.

FHV Origin distance from the Subway - Boroughs
35.0%

0-250 ft

250-500 ft

500-750 ft

750ft-0.25 mi

0.25-0.5 mi

0.5-1 mi

1-3 mi

3+ miles

30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

Uber (2014)

TransitApp (2015)

Green Taxi (2015)

Yellow Taxi (2015)

Green & Yellow Taxi (2015)

Yellow Taxi (2012)

Figure 3.6: Histograms of FHV origin distance from the subway of the entire city (above), just the outer boroughs (middle), and
the CBD+Airports (below).
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Comparisons of the charts show that:

•

In the boroughs, nearly 70% of Yellow Taxis operate more than 750ft from the subway, while
nearly 70% of Green Taxis operate within 750 ft of the subway.
o

Combined Yellow and Green taxis in 2015 have nearly the same distribution as Yellow
2012.

•

In the CBD and as a city-wide average about 5% more of the proportion of Yellow taxis are further
than 750 ft from the subway.

•

Uber’s distributions in 2014 were pretty similar to Yellow taxis in 2015 overall but with more trips
originating more than a half mile from the subway. Uber had about 7% of trips that originated
more than a half mile from the subway compared to 5% of Yellow taxis (2015). At this end of that
long tail, it’s a notable 30% difference, especially since data from Uber 2015 and beyond shows
greater activity further from the city core.

•

The Transit app-Uber origins show much more even distribution compared to the other modes –
almost 30% of trips originate less than 750ft from the subway and another 30% more than a half
mile from the subway. 40% of trips occur between 750ft and a half mile.

•

In the boroughs, the proportion of Transit App-Uber origins 0-250ft from the subway is double
from Uber directly.

Statistical testing confirmed many of the above observations. FHV availability increased in the outer
boroughs compared to 2012, but with the spatial pattern determined by the policy and technology that
governed the class of FHV. Using the Monte Carlo chi-square testing as described in the methodology at
alpha >.95 confidence interval, it was found that spatial distribution of every FHV service outside of the
CBD+Airports is different from the 2012 Yellow Taxi control. Service provided via the Transit app and the
Green Taxis were the most different from the 2012 control, while service provided by the Yellow Taxis
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and Uber in the CBD failed to pass the significant difference threshold of p > 0.05. The combined streethail market of Yellow + Green Taxi’s shows a weaker difference from 2012 as the p-value approaches but
does not go above 0.05.
Table 3.4: Results of randomized Monte Carlo analysis. Key: ylo12 = Yellow Taxi (2012), ylo15 = Yellow Taxi (2015), grn15 =
Green Taxi (2015), ylogrn15 = Yellow + Green Taxi (2015), ta15 = Transit App (2015), uber14 = Uber (2014)

Count
of
trials
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000

Control
var
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12
ylo12

Experimental
var
ylo15
ylo15
ylo15
grnylo15
grnylo15
grnylo15
ta15
ta15
ta15
uber14
uber14
uber14
grn15
grn15
grn15

Rdm
Sample
n
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

district
ALL
BORO
CBD
ALL
BORO
CBD
ALL
BORO
CBD
ALL
BORO
CBD
ALL
BORO
CBD

Median
Chi Sq
parameter
6
6
6
6
6
N/A
7
7
6
6
6.5
6
6
6
N/A

Median
Chi Sq
statistic
15.3
15.4
11.4
13.9
13.1
242.6
235.5
36.1
21.3
18.4
10.5
54.8
49.4

Median
Chi Sq
p-value
0.015*
0.016*
0.056
0.045*
0.043*
N/A
0.000***
0.000***
0.000***
0.007**
0.007**
0.086
0.000***
0.000***
N/A

Discussion: Interventions and Outcomes
Beyond describing changes in the New York City market, a goal of this study is to note the effect of data
and information in mobility via three different processes: 1) using historical data to justify a policy program
managed by the city – the Green Taxi’s; 2) using ‘real-time’ information to pre-arrange rides in the
Uber/TNC model; and 3) riders using information from the Transit app, a mobility aggregator, to actively
choose between transport providers in real-time.
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All interventions had success in distributing FHV services into the Boroughs. The Green Taxi’s alone
provided almost twice as many trips as Yellow Taxi’s did before any intervention. However, most of those
origins were heavily concentrated near the subways, meaning that the impacts were still highly localized
in areas that could support street-hail activity.
By comparison, Uber in 2015 provided almost 4 million additional rides, or over a quarter of its service, in
the Boroughs alone. The coordinate data from 2014 shows that it distributed itself from the subways in a
pattern similar to Yellow Taxis, but with more trips in areas far from the subway. This uptick in origins
more than a half mile from the subway suggests that it was better at accommodating areas with thin
demand.
By far, the Transit App users who requested an Uber exhibited the most uniform distribution from transit,
meaning about half of the origins booked through the app were within a quarter mile of transit and half
were beyond.

Explanations
There may be 3 plausible explanations accounting for the change in distribution of FHV origins:
1. A real increase in FHV supply
2. A change in the supply made visible and reportable via data
3. A response to new/uncovered demand
On its face, the number of Yellow Taxis, Green Taxis and Ubers combined seems like an overall increase
in the number of livery vehicles. New vehicle supply would incentivize FHVs to seek out thinner markets.
However, we don’t actually know if the transactions are completely new in this period– they can also
reflect new reporting standards and data collection methodologies. Since New York State imposed a livery
licensure barrier to market entry, much of the Green and Uber supply during this study was noted as
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converted from the livery system (“Taxi Drivers See Green as New Cabs Cruise” 2013; Tangel 2014). Note
that weaker reporting requirements meant that traditional pre-arranged livery cars did not report
consistent data to the TLC until standardization starting in 2015. Thus we only know that the data is new,
but not what factor new supply has in expanding the spatial distribution of the market. We can only
definitively say that the supply of legal street hail vehicles increased, since the Green taxi category was an
explicit net increase in the number vehicles allowed to perform street hails, and the Five-Borough Taxi
Plan also incrementally increased the number of Yellow medallions, but not that notably more vehicles
were on the street at the time. Importantly, this is at the moment when a city report concluded that TNC’s
in 2015 were not contributing to increases in congestion (“For-Hire-Vehicle Transportation Study” 2016).
Information to match supply and demand
While new street-hail supply might relate to changes in distribution, the role of information should also
be considered.
Classical economics theorizes markets with perfect information for supply to meet demand, but realworld markets rarely have perfect information. In the case of FHVs the pre-smartphone methods of
arranging rides were for rider and driver to coincidentally find each other, or for a radio dispatcher to
inform drivers of a waiting customer. For coincidence to happen, rider and driver must be co-located,
which is more likely at busier nodes and corridors. Alternatively, a customer requesting a traditional
dispatch must know the phone number of local dispatchers and be able to describe their location. The
radio dispatcher does not act to optimize routing, but instead to inform drivers of clients. This means that
not all potential customers request service, and not all service is coordinated to be delivered optimally.
TNC’s also need to enroll clients, but their ability to scale geographically diminishes the need for a client
to identify a unique provider.
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While more supply can push FHV drivers to thinner markets, an alternative explanation is that demand
information can also lead drivers to thinner markets. Origins for TNC services may be more spatially
distributed because they help drivers and customers find each other at the trips’ true origin point. A
comparison of the Transit App Uber bookings to the Green Taxis can illustrate this point.
Trips booked via the Transit App are the most distributed in the dataset and they also involve the most
machine and human evaluation of data & information. Many of these trips are far from the subway, but
they are not abnormally far from a bus. Based on the application purpose and the usage data available,
it’s fair to suggest that Transit app users would likely prefer transit (such as the nearby bus route) but
choose Uber when the transit option does not meet their need. The act of seeking real-time travel
information suggests that a lack of service reliability or frequency may be an issue for the individual’s
particular time, location, and purpose. In other words, people who may have a nearby bus route that
might work for some of their needs could also opt for a FHV when it doesn’t. In this process digital
information is crucial to ensure that the user can actively make what they believe to be their optimal
choice. To arrive at the match both algorithmic and human interpretation is utilized. Digital data is
exchanged to locate vehicles, generate options, and then possibly to execute the choice that is made
(Figure 3.8). In contrast, a street-hail such as in the Green Taxi program involves no digital information.

1 - Data

2 -Algorithim
produces
Information

3 - Human
Interpretation

4Match

Broadcast Vehicle
Location

Computer interpretation
to evaluate & visualize
supply, such as localized
arrival times

Person evaluates
information to make a
travel decision

Decision is executed.
Customer and provider
exchange data if
needed.

Figure 3.7: As a reinterpretation of Ackoff (1989): Data (1) is combined to create information (2) which is then available for
interpretation (3) leading to a decision or match (4).
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The explicit purpose of the Green Taxi is to serve a thinner market, yet the service supply is the most
concentrated around transit. Without a digital information mechanism to find demand, drivers are
incentivized like other street-hail services to look for passengers where coincidence from co-location is
most likely to happen – i.e. near subway stations. Outside of the Manhattan core, subway station areas
are one of the few zones with a high density of pedestrians also in need of transportation. While historical
digital data led to a policy change creating the Green Taxi, a lack of real-time information produced a
concentration of supply. Conversely, individuals seeking lots of information via the Transit app may be
spreading their demand more evenly among operators that provide them with supply .
The Role of information
This study showed how information exchange may have impacted distribution of FHVs in New York City,
but it also suggests a broader phenomenon where information impacts the use of transportation. Most
trips, such as those made routinely, involve no digital information, but as information is brought into the
system it changes both the types of services that can be offered and the options of the user by better
revealing supply and demand. As the level of information exchange increases so does user access to the
transport services system, and the relationship between supply and demand starts to flip. With no
information, supply and demand need to concentrate spatially. When information is broadcast on the
supply side it attracts demand, when it is from both sides demand attracts supply. Finally, when
information is integrated as with a mobility aggregator it allows demand to choose from among supply,
leading to a greater distribution of service.

Policy Implications
This study has policy implications for distributing FHV service, collecting data, and providing transit.
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Street-hail versus TNC Dispatch
The Green Taxi program in New York shows that while geographic restrictions will enhance street-hail
services in thinner markets broadly, that enhancement will concentrate around nodes like rapid transit
which experience high demand. TNC services are better at letting thinner demand attract their supply.
Street-hail and TNC services can play complimentary roles: Street-hail systems work incredibly efficiently
in areas where activity/co-location is high. Thus, an optimal system may prioritize street-hail operations
in defined zones with highly concentrated activity, while allowing TNC-style dispatch service to operate
outside of these areas.
Data
This study was in part restricted to New York City because of its robust collection practices of continuous
trip-level FHV data. This brings up two operational issues: 1) Public regulators tend to only capture data
within their jurisdictions – if at all - and potentially with different reporting standards; and conversely 2)
both the Transit app and Uber operate globally, thus both companies generate large consistent data sets
across jurisdictions but are not subject to public scrutiny by default. This means that the publicly available
data across markets is collectively small and inconsistent, while privately held data is large, very
consistent, but mostly unavailable outside of company silos.
This tension represents an opportunity for industry, government, and academia to engage with each other
to understand needs and eventually standardize the data needs and formats. Some attempts at this are
underway such as SharedStreets and Los Angeles’s Mobility Data Specification (MDS), but neither are
widely embraced standards (Bliss 2019; Clewlow 2019; Jamthe 2019; NACTO 2018).
Transit
The behavior from the Transit App suggests that as supply of competing services increases and is made
legible, people will seek the option that best matches their preferences. Therefore, the ability for transit
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to provide robust service with accurate and legible information is quickly becoming a requirement to
compete with other mobility services

Conclusion
This study used detailed FHV origin data to show that the simultaneous introduction of TNC’s, mobility
aggregators, and geographically restricted (‘Green’ or ‘Boro) street-hail taxis have caused a redistribution
of FHV supply in historically thinner markets of New York City. This redistribution is at least partially a
response to the increasingly important role of information in the transport market. While a street-hail
system means that supply and demand need to co-locate, a dispatch system allows demand to meet
supply. Electronic dispatch likely has a bigger spatial impact than radio dispatch because mobile
computing and real-time information make it much easier to execute and scale. This is corroborated by
the change in distribution detailed in this paper and with the sustained growth of TNCs since 2015. Usage
patterns from TNC’s and the Transit app suggest that the more information that users have about supply,
the easier it is for them to spread their demand across the supply that is viable for them. In short, as
software and user practices co-evolve, the transport sector is growing closer to acting with perfect
information. This has implications for cities on how they manage and arrange mass transit, public rightsof-way, and data collection in an age of mobility transformed by information. Choices about how to
operate and regulate these systems that are made now will impact future access to mobility.
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Figure 3.9
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Chapter 4 - Ridesourcing: friend or foe to transit? An
exploratory study of overlapping supply in 5 US cities

Introduction:
Ridesourcing via transportation network companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft has become pervasive
in hundreds of metro areas around the globe in a very short timeframe. To the consumer, they operate
almost like a traditional taxi service by offering door-to-door rides in a passenger car at a metered rate,
but without the friction of having to hail on-street, find and wait for a dispatcher, or manage payment at
the end of the ride. While there are many legal, labor, and regulatory distinctions that are still evolving,
the business case is clear: TNC technology has disrupted the traditional taxi service by providing a more
reliable and cost-effective service. What this means is that as TNC’s have grown they have also expanded
the for-hire vehicle (FHV) market to riders and geographies that were not well served by the legacy taxi
system. This includes people who could not get a taxi by virtue of time-of-day, or geography, or avoided
the service due to opaque pricing. By matching rider with driver, and digitally recording the route, TNCs
have made FHVs a standardized transaction wherever they operate, though only for those with credit
cards and smartphones (a notable limitation).
As the market for FHVs expands into new/under-exposed territories (as described in chapter 3), it
becomes consequential to understand where costs, benefits, and externalities accrue. Opportunities to
understand this interplay have been limited as data is typically privately held and not openly available for
research. This study is the result of leveraging a fellowship with the non-profit Shared-Use Mobility Center
(SUMC) to use private ridership data they obtained directly from a popular but contractually unnamed
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ride-source provider. The highly aggregated form of this data ultimately set the quantitative limits of this
study and reveals an emerging tension in the form of data silos.
While much of the descriptive findings from the ridership data went into a federal report prepared by
SUMC in partnership with the Federal Transit Administration, special interest was directed towards
learning about the ability for ride-sharing to serve as a complement or substitute to public transit, and is
the quantitative focus of this paper. This is followed by a discussion on competitive differences between
transit and TNCs in a policy context.
Distribution over space and time
The bulk of this paper is focused on the spatio-temporal impacts as found in the provided data. The goal
of this research is to explore spatio-temporal vehicle supply and demographic data in order to generate
hypotheses about the observable factors that influence TNC usage, using transit as the comparison. The
ride-source market could complement transit by providing means to bring people to transit, serve as a
back-up option, or it could substitute for transit by duplicating service when transit is available. Further,
understanding the spatial distribution of ride-sourcing relative to transit and key demographic measures
can provide a baseline to understand who may benefit, where those benefits are concentrated, and when
benefits occur relative to the costs and externalities. Uncovering variables with strong associations
computationally and then identifying the most consistent and explainable patterns allows the data to be
examined with few preconceived notions.
Research Question:
Common methods of understanding substitution in transport may involve stated preference survey data
or revealed preference through aggregated operations data. Stated preference surveys offer insight into
individual decisions but have to overcome expensive and intensive data gathering processes, implicit
biases and inaccurate recall of the respondents, while maintaining adequate sample sizes. Operations
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data records observable behavior, which emphasizes the results of behavior rather than the rational for
it. In the case of TNCs, since every trip is digitally recorded by its nature, operational data could help to
illuminate the revealed preferences of actual consumer behavior under existing market conditions.
Substitution and complementarity can be evaluated using such operating data by understanding the
extent to which the services co-locate.
To determine the degree to which transit and TNCs address different markets, it is important to
understand if they are spatially available to the same or different customer bases. The more that transit
and TNC’s co-locate, the more likely they are to compete directly for the same people, leading to the
possibility of a stronger substitution effect. Thus the research question is:
Do area demographics for TNC supply match or contrast with area demographics for
transit supply at different times of day? What overall factors may impact their similarities
or differences?
A focus on supply means a focus on the origin or start of the trip – a person cannot use a transportation
service if they are not proximate to it when and where they want their trip to begin.
This question will be analyzed in two exploratory stages. The first stage is an exploratory regression
analysis that will look for strength of patterns between the supply of origins and broad demographic
variables. The second stage will match the most common patterns from the first stage to plausible
hypotheses and compare results across time, mode, and region. The purpose of this methodology is start
from a broad set of plausible influences that transit and TNCs may have in common and narrow the scope
for future research. The intention is to provide an exploratory path to guide future research and build the
case for improved data regimes from a research perspective.
This study specifically utilizes transit supply as a point of comparison to provide context to the TNC data.
TNC’s may act as a substitute or complement to transit. Substitution is defined as the net replacement of
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one service with the other due to overlap with people, space, and time. Complementarity is defined as
providing service to different people, in different space, or at different times. In a complementary
scenario, an individual uses a TNC because public transit is spatially or temporally not available for the
trip; or a TNC helps them reach public transit (for example, as a first mile/last mile ride); whereas in a
substitution scenario services overlap and an individual chooses a TNC instead of public transit.
Importantly, understanding how expanding FHV markets impacts public transit can be critical to city
governments and transportation agencies focused on equity and sustainability. By definition public transit
is a large-scale social investment where service must balance fiscal responsibility to the tax-payer against
universal access. Understanding co-location of transit services and TNCs allows the public to more
adequately assess the opportunities and challenges of their mobility investments.
Literature Review
The evolution of ridesourcing is related to the increasingly dynamic role of data and information shared
over the internet to coordinate transportation. Ridesourcing using a transportation network company is
essentially hailing a taxi in which digital information communication technology (ICT) like smartphones
are used to ease the exchange. While the concept of a taxi has been around since at least the 1600’s, using
ICT to arrange transportation is a relatively recent phenomenon that traces back to car-sharing in the late
1990’s. Car-sharing was noted as in position to “fill the gap between transit and private cars,” particularly
for longer distances (S. A. Shaheen, Sperling, and Wagner 1999). A principle feature of modern car sharing,
which also became necessary for ridesourcing, is the use of technology to organize people and vehicles,
thereby easing transactions (S. A. Shaheen, Sperling, and Wagner 1999). Without Internet reservations to
manage coordination, car-sharing was only possible among small networks because transaction costs
would be high. The advent of the digital reservation systems accessible over the Internet made it
significantly easier to coordinate people and inventory, which allowed the car-sharing concept to scale
from a niche social arrangement into a global market with several competing firms. As the enabling
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technology evolved car sharing became the poster child of a broader phenomenon originally described as
social sharing (Benkler 2004) and later called collaborative consumption (Bottsman and Woo 2010) or the
sharing economy. With collaborative consumption, people make use of digital coordination tools to rent
access to goods that are broadly owned and have excess capacity, like a spare bedroom, shop tools, or a
car that would otherwise have empty seats or be parked. Collaborative consumption differs from
traditional renting because of its focus on 1) using technology to provide access to the utility of
underutilized goods that are 2) normally owned by many yet largely idle, to 3) function as an alternative
to ownership (Bottsman and Woo 2010). In short, making the ends (the ride) affordable and convenient,
can make the traditional means (owning and maintaining a car) unnecessary.
As information has become easier to share, collaborative consumption practices have allowed access to
transportation assets without the need for ownership to expand. Car-sharing, ridesourcing, and bikesharing, have emerged as new or expanded modes of travel, while real-time travel info such as congestion
information and transit arrival times have broadened access by making transportation options more
legible (Jain 2006). For example, real-time information has allowed people to pro-actively minimize wait
times and ease the frustration of waiting. In fact, getting arrival-time information helps people to perceive
their own waiting time more accurately (Lu et al. 2018), and with less reported psychological stress (Tang
and Thakuriah 2012). Similarly, users of travel apps have reported that dynamic routing information for
either driving or transit has made travel in unfamiliar areas much easier (Davidson 2017).
A result of using dynamic information to enable transport is that data is also generated about transport
behavior. This evidence is often in form of data exhaust – bits of information that were a byproduct of
functions necessary to provide the service (Kitchin 2014a). In the case of TNC’s this data allows the service
to manage inventory and assign responsibility. For a TNC this usually includes the identity and location of
the vehicle, its occupancy status, the identity and location of the user, the time and length of the trip as
well as cost. Aggregation of this data exhaust can be used to understand systemic patterns. Thus,
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information both eases coordination for the user and provides evidence of its impacts to system
managers.
However, just because evidence exists does not mean that it is easily studied. Since many of these new
services are owned and managed by private companies, the data created by their operations is generally
private, and closely held for both competition and liability reasons (Kitchin 2014b). Thus, while data exists
across multiple platforms, it is not easily accessed in an open manner. This has been a central tension in
the study of TNC’s – their successful operation requires the collection of many data points, but there is
only limited data available publicly (Arribas-Bel 2014). Yet there have been exceptions, most notably in
New York City where the influential Taxi & Limousine Commission has regulated the largest FHV fleets in
North America and required trip level reporting.
Since taxi’s and ride-hailing provide similar services, we would expect taxi literature to inform an inquiry
into ride-hailing. While taxi scholarship is not new, large and detailed streams of data exhaust produced
by taxi operations actually are. In fact, continuous public data has only existed since 2008 and in just New
York City. This has meant that the taxi literature itself is going through a transition from investigating taxis
as an economic service broadly towards understanding the nuanced details of what has been called a
“sensor of city life” since tracked-taxis provide continuous feedback of travel demand and conditions
(Freire et al. 2014, 45). Due to the pace of technological advancement, there is actually only the short
interlude between roughly 2008 and 2013 in which detailed New York City taxi transaction data has been
openly available and ride-hailing has not been a major competitor. Thus, the wider body of taxi literature
differs from relatively new studies which have focused on the post-2008 New York City data or from the
publicly observable impacts of ride-hailing.
A few studies in particular highlight this transition of available data, as well as the relationship between
taxis, ride-hailing, and public transit. A 2005 study by Schaller compared a multitude of demand factors
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to the taxi fleet size of 118 US cities. Indicative of the available data at the time, many cities did not provide
public counts of their fleets, so Schaller notes that he had to obtain or estimate fleet size from industry
factbooks or personal knowledge for those cities. Using regression analysis, he identified three primary
demand factors related to the number of available taxis in a city: the number of workers commuting by
subway; the number of households with no vehicles available; and the number of airport taxi trips
(Schaller 2005, 71). The study found that for every 1000 subway commuters, regulated taxi fleets
increased by 22 vehicles, compared to just 5 vehicles for every 1000 no-vehicle households, and 0.62
vehicles per 1000 airline passengers exiting via taxi. Excluding New York City from this sample only
decreased these effects slightly (Schaller 2005, 71), indicating that the relationships were broadly
corroborated.
In 2012 King, Peters, and Daus were able to use the large and detailed taxi trip data from New York City
to argue that taxi’s act as a complement to public transit by demonstrating the asymmetrical (one-way)
nature of taxi cab usage (King, Peters, and Daus 2012).
By 2014 the meteoric rise of Uber and Lyft brought academic attention to its impacts. With direct data
from TNC operators generally not available, Rayle, et al. conducted an intercept survey of 302 TNC riders
in San Francisco and compared that to prior taxi surveys and public transit travel time (Rayle et al. 2014).
They found that ridesourcing met unmet demand for travel, generally appealing to well-educated and
younger customers of which two-thirds of the trips would have more than doubled their travel time if
done by transit. Conversely one-third of respondents said that if Uber or Lyft was not available they would
have made the trip by transit, while 39% said they would have used a traditional taxi (Rayle et al. 2014,
13). The large travel time savings and the variety of modes respondents would have otherwise used led
the authors to suggest that TNCs may behave as compliments to transit – essentially capturing trips where
transit would have been a weak choice.
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However, if TNC’s behave as a compliment to transit, early evidence hints that this might only currently
be true for a subset of transit riders. A demographic comparison using a set of highly cited user surveys
on transit and ride-hail does not fully overlap. Table 1 highlights similar categories from a 2007 intercept
survey by the American Public Transit Association (APTA) of transit users across the country (Neff 2007),
and a 2016 survey of ride-hail users in the greater Boston region conducted by their metropolitan planning
organization (Gehrke, Felix, and Reardon 2018). Notably, this comparison is only speculative as the surveys
are almost a decade apart, cover different geographies, and did not have coordinated methodologies.
Nonetheless this basic comparison suggests that ride-hail users may skew younger, whiter, wealthier, and
are taking more non-commute trips compared to typical transit users. This doesn’t mean that ride-hail
respondents aren’t taking transit – about a third of respondents for either survey did not have access to
a car at home, and 35% of the ride-hail respondents also had an unlimited transit pass. Thus the
comparison suggests that while ride-hail users may take transit, they also have the resources to more
easily switch when they do not find transit convenient.
Table 4.1 Comparison of transit rider and TNC user demographics

Comparison
Age
Income
Race

Transit via APTA survey
59% between the ages of 25-54
65% earn less than $60.8k (inflation
adjusted to 2017)
59% Hispanic or non-white

destination
Vehicle
employment

70% to/from work/school
31% have no vehicle at home
83% employed or are in school

Boston area TNC’s
64% between 22-34
57% earn between $38k - $137k
33% Hispanic or non-white
19% to work, 42% to home; 90% of trips
from home went to non-work locations
36% have no vehicle at home
98% employed or are in school

Attention has also been paid to the congestion impacts of TNCs. A 2018 report from Schaller concluded
that since 2016 TNC growth in New York City has outpaced the taxi supply they were previously found to
be substituting for (Fischer-Baum 2015; Bender 2015; Schaller 2017). Schaller concluded that in 2016
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alone they added 600 million miles of driving to New York City Streets, with most of those being in already
congested parts of the city, thus exacerbating congestion (Schaller 2017).
Finally, a recent study by Hall et. al. found that there was evidence to support the claim that Uber is a net
complement to public transit (Hall, Palsson, and Price 2018). The results attempt to link variations in
regional transit ridership to the amount of regional Uber activity. Using data from the National Transit
Database and the entry date of Uber into a metropolitan area Hall found that average transit ridership
rose 1.38% one year after Uber enters a market and 5% two years after. The effect was larger in areas
that had large populations or below par transit service frequency given their population. Hall attributes
this effect to Uber functionally providing either a useful first/last mile service or as a back-up should plans
change. This study used the metropolitan statistical area as it’s unit of analysis, thus limiting its inferences
to regional correlations. However, these findings have come out at a time of general decline in large transit
markets, where TNC’s have been pointed to as potential culprits by transit agencies and media reports
(Berger 2018; Siddiqui 2018; The Economist 2018).
In summary, prior studies show that TNC’s may have both complimentary or substitution impacts towards
transit. The evolution of ride-hailing is related to other evolutions in transportation that are enabled by
increased digital communication such as car-sharing and real-time arrival information (Bottsman and Woo
2010; Benkler 2004; S. A. Shaheen, Sperling, and Wagner 1999; Lu et al. 2018). These new services are
producing a lot of new data about behaviors, but due to ownership silos only a small portion of it has been
available for public research – thus creating a gap between what is observable and what has been studied
(Kitchin 2014a; Rayle et al. 2014; Cooper et al. 2018). Taxi literature suggests that rapid transit and FHVs
have at least a symbiotic relationship. At a city level, supply of taxi’s is most strongly correlated to the
number of subway commuters, indicating that cities that rely more on mass transit may also have greater
needs to use FHVs (Schaller 2005). This relationship may be further explained by examining detailed data
such as from the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission. Asymmetry of New York City Yellow Taxi
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trips suggests that at a macro-level taxi’s provide time-savings or ease for higher-value trips among a
population that might otherwise rely on transit (King, Peters, and Daus 2012). Intercept surveys in San
Francisco demonstrated that TNC users specifically may be coming from many different modes and are
largely taking trips where times savings over transit are significant (Rayle et al. 2014). This is consistent
with a comparison of separate surveys of transit riders and rider-hail users which suggested that ride-hail
users may have the resources to avoid transit when they find it inconvenient (Neff 2007; Gehrke, Felix,
and Reardon 2018). Complementarity may also be shown at the regional level where entrance of Uber
into a market has been linked to increase of ridership in at least one study (Hall, Palsson, and Price 2018).
Nonetheless, the rise in ride-hailing has coincided with an increase in congestion and decline in public
transit use among major cities (Schaller 2017; Bender 2015; Berger 2018). Thus, understanding where
transit and TNC services overlap and who has access to them in finer detail is a key component in
determining complementarity and substitution.
Data and Constraints:
This study is unique since it relies heavily on aggregated origin data provided by a TNC operator in multiple
metropolitan areas. Three main datasets meant to represent the trip locations of transit, TNCs, and
population characteristics in the same areas were used in this study, with the coarsest data being from
the TNC. The sources are:
1. TNC trip data for 5 metro areas. The Shared-Use Mobility Center provided the TNC data for this
project. Per terms of the research agreement, the operator is not named. The data was provided
already aggregated by origin and destination Zip Code and hour of week, using relative percent18
instead of counts. This equates to having a sample of an unknown population size. Further, the

18

Only origin-destination flows between zip codes with more than 2% of the max flow for each region was provided in the data.
Flows under this threshold were reported as only non-zero. The max flow is the single hour with the most identical (same ODpair) trips, recorded as 100%. The stated justification for this was to protect rider privacy.
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data is an aggregate of all trips in May 2016 summed into a one-week time frame. The metro
areas are: Chicago, Washington DC, Nashville, Seattle, and Los Angeles.
2. Transit stop and schedule GTFS data. For each metro area in the TNC data set all current General
Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) were downloaded for October and November 2016. This data is
designed to contain all schedule and route information for all trips being performed by the transit
agency.
3. US Census demographic data. Information on population, race, income, car ownership, education,
and employment is combined to create a demographic profile of each study area. Data was
primarily collected from the American Community Survey (ACS) 2015 5-year estimates and
Longitudinal Employment Household Dynamics (LEHD) databases.
The TNC data allowed for a broad look at trip patterns, but it was poor at identifying real volume or specific
travel substitutes given that it represented proportions of trips at the Zip Code level. While the data
contained multiple metropolitan areas, its aggregation into percentage flows adjusted to each
metropolitan area limited comparisons across regions. Further understanding of trip pairs was limited as
Zip Codes have a large variation in size, population, and infrastructure distribution – which translates into
different areas of the same Zip Codes having very different transportation needs and options, as well as
demographics. Accordingly, the research question had to be relevant for a zip-code level comparison. The
choice to focus on supply and the factors that correlate to it allowed for the normalization of the data in
a given area without regard to specific origins, destinations or comparison between sample sizes. Table
4.2 provides basic descriptives of the data collected at the zip-code level.
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Region

# Zip
Codes
169

Sq. Miles
of Land
1,025

Population
(1000’s)
5,429

Avg Pop. per
Zip Code
32,124

Avg Pop. per
Sq. Mile
5,297

TNC Event
Sample (1000’s)
272

Transit Event
Pop. (1000’s)
1,530

Washington, DC

151

1,321

4,028

26,675

3,049

230

1,044

Los Angeles, CA

Chicago, IL

350

2,995

12,771

36,489

4,264

333

1,366

Nashville, TN

32

659

766

23,938

1,162

29

81

Seattle, WA*

71

703

1,981

27,901

2,818

136

450

Table 4.2: Descriptives of regions when binned by zip codes Source: 2015 American Community Survey and Shared Use Mobility
Center *The full Seattle dataset contains 72 Zip Codes. Zip Code 98022 is over 400 square miles+ of wilderness with 22k people
mostly located in a small corner of the ZCTA on the edge of the region. The data point was removed as an outlier for density
metrics not reflective of populated areas.

Other descriptives of these data sets, such ridership trends over the day and week are available in the
appendix to this chapter.
Methodology
An exploratory methodology is first used to compare and contrast which regression models could best
predict transit and TNC usage. Exploratory analysis is useful because prior direct analysis of TNC data is
limited, and thus systemic patterns are not strongly established in the academic literature. Pattern
differences can be observed and classified by the researcher after allowing the computer to choose the
best model from a standard set of inputs across time and space. Inputs were based on transit density, TNC
density, and census demographics. GIS, PostGreSQL, Python and Tableau were essential tools of this
project since they facilitated spatial aggregation and iterative multiple regression modeling and
visualization (ArcGIS (version 10.5) 2016; Van Rossum and Drake Jr 1995; Tableau (version 10.3) 2017).
Following from the findings of the exploratory regressions, three hypotheses were formed based on
identified relationships and tested using ordinary least squares regression modeling across regions.
Finally, a limited comparison was facilitated by standardizing coefficients to represent the proportional
difference between daily average supply and supply during specific times.
The exploratory methodology
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The first step of the project was to estimate supply of transit and TNC service in any given Zip Code and
time-frame. Supply is defined as the aggregate of TNC pick-up events and scheduled transit stop events.
Since the TNC data was already organized by hour and Zip Code, a similar matrix for transit stops by hour
and Zip Code was generated from the GTFS data. This was accomplished using the open source GIS tool
Better Bus Buffers (Morang and Wasserman 2016), which processed the data to count how many times
any transit vehicle would be scheduled to stop at each transit station. Then that data was aggregated to
the total number of transit vehicle stop events in a given Zip Code by the hour of day. This number was
also divided by the size of the Zip Code in square miles to get the density of stop events per hour. A stopevent is when a vehicle is scheduled to arrive at each designated transit station. As an example: if a two
square-mile Zip Code has 2 different bus stop locations, and buses serve each stop every 15 minutes (4
per hour) that would be considered 8 potential stop-events per hour, or 4 stop-events per hour per square
mile.
𝑡𝑑 =

𝑇𝑑 =

∑ 𝑡𝑒
𝐴

∑ 𝑇𝑒
𝐴

where: 𝑡𝑑 = transit density, 𝑡𝑒 = transit events, and 𝐴= area in square miles

where: 𝑇𝑑 = TNC density, 𝑇𝑒 = TNC events, and 𝐴= area in square miles

Finally, the background Census demographic data was also collected at the Zip Code level from the
American Community Survey. A broad swath of demographic variables were examined covering topics of
population size, racial identity, wealth, age, and vehicle access. Ultimately 14 variables were chosen based
on a combination of their descriptive ability, relationship to travel demand, and limited multicollinarity.
Since the comparison is spatial, the numbers had to be normalized to account for density, proportion, or
a median value. The following table lists the variables with a justification for their use and how they were
normalized.
Table 4.3

Demographic (Independent) Variables tested for correlation
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Field name

Variable description

Normalization

pop15

Population

sqmi

hh_inc

Household Income

median

jobs

Job location
White/non-white
population

sqmi

white

Homeowner/Renter
population
Graduates with at least a
Bachelors degree

owner_occ
edu_univ_grad

work_unemp

Unemployed workers
Population earning less
than twice the federal
poverty rate

poverty2x

age_45_64

Households with no
personal vehicle access
Population between 15 and
24 years old
Population between 25 and
44 years old
Population between 45 and
64 years old

transit_total*

Supply of transit events

hh_veh0
age_15_24
age_25_44

pct

pct
pct

pct

pct

pct
pct
pct
pct
sqmi

Justification
Population density may
impact travel demand
Income may impact travel
mode choice
Job and home location
impact peak travel demand;
also serves as a proxy for an
area with more
activity/services
A proxy for majority/minority
distribution
Stability associated with
home-ownership may impact
transport investments
Education may impact
frequency and mode of travel
Incidence of unemployment
may impact frequency and
mode of travel
Degree of very low-income
households may impact
travel mode
Lack of car access
substantially increases use of
mobility services
Age may be a proxy for travel
demand and preferences
Age may be a proxy for travel
demand and preferences
Age may be a proxy for travel
demand and preferences
High correlation can indicate
substitution/overlap
High correlation can indicate
substitution/overlap

Source
ACS 2015
ACS 2015

LEHD 2015
ACS 2015

ACS 2015
ACS 2015

ACS 2015

ACS 2015

ACS 2015
ACS 2015
ACS 2015
ACS 2015
GTFS

TNC_total*
Supply of TNC events
sqmi
SUMC
*Transit is only used as an independent variable when TNC is the dependent variable, and vice versa. Data from
(“American Community Survey (ACS) 2015 5-Year Table” 2016; “Longitudinal Employment-Household Dynamics (LEHD)
Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (2002-2017)” 2016)
Normalization
Type
sqmi
med
pct

Unit size
1000’s
1000’s
1 percent

If the coefficient increases by
3, the effect increases by:
3000 units/sqmi
A median of 3000 units
3%
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This data was used in an iterative process with the ‘Exploratory Regression Analysis Tool’ available in ESRI
ArcGIS. This tool can test a combination of independent variables against a dependent variable and return
a log detailing the combinations with the highest explanatory power. All of the demographic variables
above were inputted as potential independent variables. They were iteratively tested against 72 different
dependent variables. The dependent variables were a combination of city, time of day, and transport
mode.
The dependent variable combination (Space, time, and mode) that make up 𝑡𝑑 and 𝑇𝑑 are created by
combining a field from each row of Table 4.4 (i.e. Seattle-MidDay-Transit):
Table 4.4 Variable Combinations

Variable Type
Region
[6 combinations]

Time_of_Day
(Friday, unless
indicated)
[6 combinations]

Mode
[2 combinations]

Variable
Construction

All

Chicago

Variable Options
Washington,
Los Angeles
DC-MD-VA

all

chi

was

la

nash

sea

All day

AM Peak

Mid-Day

PM Peak

(12:00am11:59pm)

(6-9:59am)

(10am-1:59pm)

(4-7:59pm)

Late Night
Saturday

wkday

ampeak

pmpeak

(10pm2:59am)
satlate

Minimum
Active
Service (9-

midday

Transit [events]

or

Nashville

Seattle

11:59pm, Sun)
minactv

TNC [pickups]

transit

TNC

Dependent Variable = Region + Time_of_Day + Mode
Examples: chi_wkday_transit

or

la_pmpeak_TNC

6 regions * 6 Times of Day * 2 Modes = 72 dependent variables

The ArcGIS Exploratory Regression Tool was calibrated to find the strongest combination of up to 4
variables out of the 13 that would fit each of the 72 dependent variables. This equates to 1092 trials for
each independent variable. It would log the results with the highest R-squared values (that also had a pvalue of less than 0.1, and a maximum VIF of less than 7.5) to determine if the model would be a properly
specified Ordinary Least Squares Model. The logs were manually examined to pick the best-fit models that
had the highest explanatory power with the fewest variables and best chance to be a properly specified
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Ordinary Least Squares model. This process uncovers the regression model that best answers the question
‘What demographic pattern best fits either TNC or transit supply at a particular time of day within each
region?’ and then allows for comparison among the different cases. It does not suggest a theory or
explanation for why any of the models fit.
Hypothesis generation and comparison methodology
However, a working theory is necessary to turn the various mathematical models into insight. It is possible
that the data could reveal a well-fitting correlation that has no real-world relationship. To match potential
models with plausible explanations the most consistent and frequent variables are identified and matched
to form models consistent with travel demand theory. The frequency of each variable from the prior
exploratory regression was tallied to identify the most consistent patterns. This narrows the scope of
potential useful models, which are then organized around main hypotheses of travel behavior. The effect
size and significance can then be compared for a consistent and plausible set of factors across time periods
and modes.
Finally, limitations in the data mean that regression coefficients in the TNC data cannot be compared
across regions. The original TNC data was masked to only reveal proportions within each Zip Code but
not actual counts or proportions across cities. This means that the coefficient computed in multiple
regression analysis reveals an effect proportion rather than an effect size for the TNC data.
In contrast, the transit data is from a population, thus the regression coefficient is a reasonable estimation
of effect size across time periods and cities. As a result comparisons between the TNC coefficients across
cities or to transit are limited to its proportional effect.
The proportional effect is defined as the ratio of the day-part coefficient over the whole weekday
coefficient (wkday), all of which express an hourly output. The day-parts are the per-hour output defined
in the ampeak, midday, pmpeak, satlate, and minactv variables.
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Ratio = Day_part Coefficient / Daily (wkday) Coefficient

As an example, if the TNC data has a weekday sample of 480 records, that equates to 20 per hour. If 90 of
them are in the 3-hour AM peak, that equates to 30 per hour. The proportional effect size would be
equivalent to a ratio of 30/20 or 1.5, indicating that 50% more trips occur in an AM peak hour than
expected from the daily average.
Exploratory Results
Across the board, transit supply is predicted by fewer variables and with higher explanatory power than
TNC usage. In most cases, the supply of transit is predicted by a positive correlation with job density and
the percent of households without vehicles, while TNCs are predicted by a wider mix of variables – most
prominently age and population density. Due to the lack of relationships between TNC sample sizes across
regions, the results of all_TNC_[time of day] are not used in the analysis, leaving 66 regression models.
Below are the best fitting regression equations for TNC and transit supply for all 5 regions, for a full
weekday. Coefficient represent changes for an hour of service. A full table can be found in the appendix.
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Table 4.5 – Best fit equations for each region by TNC and transit usage for a weekday as determined by an exploratory
regression analysis

TNC

R2

Equation

chi_TNC_wkday

0.66

dc_TNC_wkday

0.92

-97.12 + 1.91*age_25_44_pct + 0.54*med_hh_income +
1.45*hh_veh0_pct
-7.72 + 1.64*pop15_sqmi + 0.78*jobs_sqmi

la_TNC_wkday

0.50

nash_TNC_wkday

0.70

sea_TNC_wkday

0.90

-18.46 + 1.47*transit_total_sqmi + 0.53*age_25_44_pct +
0.13*edu_univ_grad_pct
-20.76 + 0.95*age_25_44_pct + -0.33*poverty2x_pct +
0.7*hh_veh0_pct
-23.97 + 6.22*pop15_sqmi + 0.55*transit_total_sqmi

Transit

R2

Equation

all_transit_wkday

0.76

-35.91 + 3.51*jobs_sqmi + 10.51*hh_veh0_pct

chi_transit_wkday

0.79

79.95 + -4.82*owner_occ_pct + 3.59*jobs_sqmi

dc_transit_wkday

0.79

2.11 + 9.94*pop15_sqmi + 4.89*jobs_sqmi

la_transit_wkday

0.55

-54.14 + 7.03*jobs_sqmi + 10.14*hh_veh0_pct

nash_transit_wkday

0.99

-322.47 + 10.78*age_25_44_pct + 4.63*jobs_sqmi

sea_transit_wkday

0.96

-28.98 + 5.29*pop15_sqmi + 8.91*hh_veh0_pct

Table 4.6 is simple count of the number of times an independent variable was chosen as a variable in a
best-fit regression equation. While this table does not speak to the plausibility of each equation, it does
present a pattern. Transit supply is often associated to job density, households without cars, and
sometimes population density. Associations for TNC supply, are not as consistent: while job density,
households without cars, and population density rank highly in the equations, many other variables make
multiple appearances too. TNC supply may be driven by a more complicated set of factors.
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Table 4.6 Count of variables selected in the best fit equations for each region and time period. Job density was important to over
half of the transit regressions and less than a quarter of the TNC regressions.

Variable

TNC Transit

+pop15_sqmi

16

9

+jobs_sqmi

13

35

+age_25_44_pct

9

1

-poverty2x_pct

2

0

+hh_veh0_pct

7

18

+white_pct

2

0

-age_15_24_pct

1

2

+age_15_24_pct

1

0

+age_45_64_pct

1

1

+work_unemp_pct

2

0

+edu_univ_grad_pct

4

0

+med_hh_income

6

0

-owner_occ_pct

2

5

+white_pct

2

0

+transit/TNC_sqmi

5

0

Part 2: Hypothesis generation and comparison methodology
A working theory is necessary to turn the various mathematical models into insight. To match potential
models with plausible explanations the most consistent and frequent variables are identified and matched
to make models consistent with travel demand theory. The effect size and significance can then be
compared for a consistent and plausible set of factors across time periods and modes.
Hypothesis generation
Sorting these variables into testable hypothesis allows for comparison across time and modes. This above
process narrows the set of demographic factors that may more strongly influence TNC versus transit use.
On the transit side it is clear that job density is the most frequent variable and should likely form the basis
of a prediction, followed by the preponderance of households without cars, and possibly population
density. TNC’s may also be influenced by those factors, but age and income also rank as common factors.
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Table 4.7 Variables to focus on:
Transit
1. Job density jobs_sqmi
2. Concentration of households without
vehicles hh_veh0_pct
3. Population density pop15_sqmi

TNC
1. Job density jobs_sqmi
2. Concentration of households without
vehicles hh_veh0_pct
3. Population density pop15_sqmi
4. Concentration of adults age 25-44
age_25_44_pct

5. Median Income med_hh_income

From the focus variables, three hypotheses are derived for evaluation. These hypotheses are testable with
the data at hand, but are not intended to be definitive. Rather, they combine strong exploratory
correlations with plausible explanations. The strength of these hypotheses are then tested with the same
data set from the exploratory section. Differences in coefficients and R-squared values can allow for
comparisons of effect size and strength across time. To compare across space, coefficients will be
normalized against the daily average, as discussed in the methodology.
Hypothesis 1: Transit and TNC’s are attracted to the most consistent demand for mobility – to jobcenters from areas of with low car-ownership.
Rationale: Getting people to jobs is an essential function of the transport system, and people
without cars are necessarily going to be more dependent on services like transit or for-hire-vehicles
than people with access to cars. Also supported by (King, Peters, and Daus 2012; Hall, Palsson, and
Price 2018)
y = b+ jobs_sqmi*X + hh_veh0*X

Hypothesis 2: Transit and TNC’s are attracted by overall density (population on one end, jobs on the
other) and travel between them.
Rationale: Transport service demand is driven by flows between activity and residential areas, as
indicated by population and job density. Also supported by (Rayle et al. 2014; Frank and Pivo 1994)
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y = b+ jobs_sqmi*X + pop15_sqmi*X

Hypothesis 3: Transit and TNC’s are predicted by a need, ability, and preference to use travel services.
Prime working-age adults, low car-ownership, and ability to pay influence type and frequency of travel
service use (Van Acker, Van Wee, and Witlox 2010).
Rationale: While a basic need for transport services can be identified by low-levels of car
ownership, actual usage is then influenced by personal planning which includes an ability to pay
and broader time demands and abilities correlated with age.
y = b+ med_hh_inc*X + age_25_44_pct*X + hh_veh0*X

The above three models were tested using regression analysis in three of the five cities available. One of
the consequences of using Zip Codes as a unit of analysis was that cities with fewer zip-codes or only a
few Zip Codes where transit or TNC’s were prominent ended up having low sample sizes leading to clear
over-fitting. For this reason, Seattle and Nashville were eliminated for further analysis.
The coefficient results are presented primarily in terms of their proportion to the wkday coefficient,
which represents the hourly average supply per weekday. Since absolute effect size is not known with the
TNC data, the proportional representation allows for a comparison of direction and relative magnitude
across regions. Only the wkday coefficient is included in the results table, to provide a basis for the
measured effect sizes.
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LEGEND
Insignificant (p >.05)
Significant (p<= .05)
Greater effect than weekday average
About equivalent effect to weekday average
Lesser effect than weekday average

Hypothesis 1: y = b + jobs_sqmi*X + hh_veh0*X
Table 4.8: Results from hypothesis 1
Region
chi

dc

wkday

Adjusted R^2

0.394

0.858

0.371

jobs_sqmi

0.121

0.724

0.420

hh_veh0_pct

1.525

0.709

0.447

jobs_sqmi

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.288

0.555

0.287

jobs_sqmi

1.182

0.509

0.814

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

1.730

1.712

0.577

0.245

0.921

0.401

jobs_sqmi

1.000

1.074

0.873

proportion

hh_veh0_pct
ampeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

TNC

midday
proportion

hh_veh0_pct
pmpeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

satlate
proportion

minactv
proportion

la

1.038

1.462

0.809

0.336

0.909

0.462

jobs_sqmi

2.447

1.922

2.625

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

2.691

1.942

0.678

0.375

0.505

0.353

jobs_sqmi

7.902

1.779

5.547

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

2.585

2.612

3.984

0.298

0.579

0.084

jobs_sqmi

0.590

0.316

0.624

hh_veh0_pct

0.901

0.576

0.514

R^2 Avg

0.541

Variable

chi

dc

wkday

Adjusted R^2

0.839

0.789

0.552

jobs_sqmi

3.170

4.001

7.034

14.007

6.245

10.139

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.872

0.805

0.555

jobs_sqmi

1.709

1.707

1.649

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

1.501

1.584

1.620

0.838

0.757

0.535

jobs_sqmi

1.065

0.991

1.201

proportion

proportion

0.522

0.569

midday
proportion

satlate
proportion

0.320

jobs_sqmi

hh_veh0_pct
pmpeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

0.411

hh_veh0_pct

hh_veh0_pct
ampeak Adjusted R^2

0.376

Time

Time

Coeff.

Transit

Variable

Coeff.

Region

Time

Time

minactv
proportion

la

1.101

1.003

1.250

0.827

0.795

0.551

jobs_sqmi

1.520

1.603

1.548

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

1.486

1.483

1.491

0.796

0.749

0.525

jobs_sqmi

0.479

0.411

0.313

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

0.508

0.491

0.324

0.795

0.784

0.566

jobs_sqmi

0.621

0.641

0.373

hh_veh0_pct

0.692

0.725

0.389

Note: Color shades and gradients are used to help decipher the table at a glance. Background colors Darker Green = Greater effect than the weekday average; Light Gray = About equivalent effect to the
weekday average; Red = Lesser effect than the weekday average. All values are significant unless in red
text.
Observations of job density and car access:
For transit, the variables of job density and concentration of car-less households account for between 53%
and 87% of variability across cities and time periods, with a wkday average of 73%. The wkday
coefficients also show that a marginal increase in the concentration of carless households produce a larger
impact than an increase in the density of jobs. These effects are most robust in Chicago - generally thought
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R^2 Avg

0.727

0.744

0.710

0.724

0.690

0.715

of as a transit-oriented city - and least pronounced in LA, a more auto-oriented city. Similarly, overall
transit effect sizes are greatest in the AM and PM peak periods. Proportional effects never go above 2.0
throughout the day, indicating consistency in service over time.
Comparatively, for TNC’s these variables count for significantly less variability – the wkday average is
about 54% across regions but values are as low as 8%. TNC wkday effect sizes are nearly identical amongst
both variables in DC and LA, while carless households have a greater influence in Chicago. Proportional
effect size is most pronounced in the PM peak and Saturday late-night time periods, where they are more
than double the wkday value. Overall, the R^2 values indicate that the variables do not explain much of
the variability in TNC supply except in DC midday and pmpeak periods. All values test as significant.
Hypothesis 2: y = b+ jobs_sqmi*X + pop15_sqmi*X
Table 4.9: Results from hypothesis 2
Region
variable

chi

dc

wkday

Adjusted R^2

0.563

0.898

0.249

jobs_sqmi

0.159

0.778

0.187

pop_sqmi

2.834

1.644

0.617

jobs_sqmi

1.000

1.000

1.000

pop_sqmi

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.573

0.847

0.405

jobs_sqmi

1.114

0.493

1.778

pop_sqmi
Adjusted R^2

1.422

2.273

0.830

0.406

0.934

0.354

jobs_sqmi

1.193

1.162

2.291

proportion

ampeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

TNC

midday
proportion

pop_sqmi
pmpeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

satlate
proportion

minactv
proportion

la

1.117

1.114

0.556

0.495

0.959

0.490

jobs_sqmi

2.889

1.938

6.129

pop_sqmi
Adjusted R^2

2.648

2.007

0.853

0.409

0.730

0.319

jobs_sqmi

5.441

1.810

16.322

pop_sqmi
Adjusted R^2

1.663

4.597

0.725

0.458

0.783

0.073

jobs_sqmi

0.650

0.334

1.848

pop_sqmi

0.586

0.779

0.125

R^2 Avg
0.570

variable

chi

dc

wkday

Adjusted R^2

0.807

0.770

0.585

jobs_sqmi

3.660

4.886

7.359

proportion

proportion

0.565

0.648

midday
proportion

satlate
proportion

0.438

minactv
proportion

la

14.920

9.940

9.067

jobs_sqmi

1.000

1.000

1.000

pop_sqmi

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.851

0.771

0.617

jobs_sqmi

1.677

1.717

1.777

pop_sqmi
Adjusted R^2

1.588

1.401

1.536

0.801

0.757

0.562

jobs_sqmi

1.071

0.972

1.199

pop_sqmi
pmpeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

0.486

pop_sqmi

ampeak Adjusted R^2

0.608

Time

Time

Coeff.

Transit

Time

Coeff.

Region

Time

1.074

1.123

1.246

0.797

0.775

0.600

jobs_sqmi

1.515

1.584

1.584

pop_sqmi
Adjusted R^2

1.501

1.467

1.470

0.750

0.727

0.425

jobs_sqmi

0.485

0.428

0.216

pop_sqmi
Adjusted R^2

0.463

0.483

0.373

0.755

0.772

0.475

jobs_sqmi

0.631

0.652

0.259

pop_sqmi

0.670

0.753

0.467

R^2 Avg
0.721

0.746

0.707

0.724

0.634

0.667

Note: Color shades and gradients are used to help decipher the table at a glance. Background colors Darker Green = Greater effect than the weekday average; Light Gray = About equivalent effect to the
weekday average; Red = Lesser effect than the weekday average. All values are significant unless in red
text.
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Observations of job density and population density: Job and population density have results similar to
job density and concentration of car-less households, but with slightly less explanatory ability in the transit
patterns and slightly more for TNCs. The largest change in variability appears to be in TNC supply during
the ampeak. This is likely because the origin of people in the morning is usually at their residence.
Otherwise, the general patterns of variability and effect size differences follow the same city and time
period patterns as in Hypothesis 1, but with population density having some insignificance in LA. However,
even ignoring the insignificant values, low coefficients of determination in LA may mean that the model
is not very useful for TNC use in that city.
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Hypothesis 3: y = b+ med_hh_inc*X + age_25_44_pct*X + hh_veh0*X
Table 4.10: Results from hypothesis 3
Region

coeff.

proportion

chi

dc

0.657

0.731

0.451

Age_25_44_pct

1.911

0.961

0.777

med_hh_inc

0.541

0.305

0.133

hh_veh0_pct

1.454

1.925

0.822

Age_25_44_pct

1.000

1.000

1.000

med_hh_inc

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.706

0.717

0.347

-0.004

1.607

0.912

med_hh_inc

2.788

0.966

0.429

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

1.702

0.926

0.652

0.633

0.742

0.275

Age_25_44_pct

0.435

0.728

0.648

med_hh_inc

2.814

1.394

0.628

0.922

1.364

0.838

0.768

0.737

0.489

Age_25_44_pct

0.997

2.104

2.242

med_hh_inc

6.079

1.978

1.582

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

2.508

2.105

1.408

0.625

0.659

0.450

Age_25_44_pct

1.682

6.087

8.007

med_hh_inc

4.374

0.922

5.891

1.699

2.427

5.535

0.440

0.756

0.132

Age_25_44_pct

0.152

0.924

1.278

med_hh_inc

1.100

0.441

-0.198

hh_veh0_pct

0.663

0.461

0.430

hh_veh0_pct
ampeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

TNC

midday
proportion

Age_25_44_pct

hh_veh0_pct
pmpeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

satlate
proportion

hh_veh0_pct
minactv Adjusted R^2
proportion

Region

Time

Variable
Adjusted R^2

la

R^2 Avg

Time
wkday

0.613

coeff.

proportion

chi

dc

0.542

0.694

0.456

Age_25_44_pct

2.675

5.823

6.337

med_hh_inc

proportion

0.550

0.665

midday
proportion

5.109

1.468

1.479

12.507

16.217

Age_25_44_pct

1.000

1.000

1.000

med_hh_inc

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.544

0.680

0.453

Age_25_44_pct

2.227

1.431

1.583

med_hh_inc

1.702

1.615

1.639

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

1.583

1.676

1.635

0.542

0.697

0.449

Age_25_44_pct

1.016

1.210

1.243

med_hh_inc

1.044

1.070

1.209

1.082

0.974

1.229

0.541

0.685

0.447

Age_25_44_pct

1.755

1.547

1.469

med_hh_inc

1.581

1.523

1.536

hh_veh0_pct
Adjusted R^2

1.501

1.539

1.518

0.517

0.684

0.460

Age_25_44_pct

0.027

0.398

0.369

med_hh_inc

0.474

0.489

0.358

0.514

0.466

0.325

0.532

0.707

0.490

Age_25_44_pct

0.120

0.638

0.431

med_hh_inc

0.634

0.709

0.397

hh_veh0_pct

0.681

0.695

0.382

hh_veh0_pct
pmpeak Adjusted R^2
proportion

0.578

satlate
proportion

0.443

hh_veh0_pct
minactv Adjusted R^2
proportion

la

28.786

hh_veh0_pct
ampeak Adjusted R^2

0.590

Time

Variable
Adjusted R^2

hh_veh0_pct

Transit

Time
wkday

R^2 Avg

Note: Color shades and gradients are used to help decipher the table at a glance. Background colors Darker Green = Greater effect than the weekday average; Light Gray = About equivalent effect to the
weekday average; Red = Lesser effect than the weekday average. All values are significant unless in red
text.
Observations of income, age, and concentration of car-less households: Compared to the other models
income, age, and concentration of car-less households explain similar levels of variability for both modes.
However, this is due to a decrease in explanatory power for transit and an increase for TNCs compared to
the other models. Additionally, this comes at a cost of significance as several variables fall below the alpha
threshold. In particular, age appears to have almost no significance in the Chicago market, while income
appears as insignificant during select time periods in LA and DC.
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0.564

0.559

0.563

0.558

0.554

0.576

Discussion and Limitations
This study starts with the premise that little is understood about the distribution of TNC vehicles in
different spatio-temporal contexts. It then uses an exploratory regression methodology to uncover
influential demographic variables that may govern their distribution of supply, and compares it to the
same methodology using supply of transit. From there, three potential hypotheses are developed to
explain factors that attract both transit and TNC supply. These hypotheses are:
1. Transit and TNC’s are attracted to the most consistent demand for mobility services – to jobcenters from areas of with low car-ownership.
2. Transit and TNC’s are attracted by density of people and activities (population on one end, jobs
on the other) and travel between them.
3. Transit and TNC’s are predicted by a need and ability to use travel services. Prime working-age
adults, low car-ownership, and ability to pay influence type and frequency of travel service use.
If the data showed the strongest coefficients of determination (R^2) and variable significance for both
TNC and transit for the same hypothesis it would indicate substitution, while a strong result for just one
would indicate the possibility of complementarity. Actual effect sizes cannot be compared since the
original TNC data is aggregated into proportions, however the proportional effect size to the daily average
can be compared across regions and time periods. This means we can know the degree to which supply
changes even though we don’t know the magnitude.
Each hypothesis shows some merit, while none of them fully explain transit or TNC supply. Since no
hypothesis offers the strongest coefficients of determination and full significance simultaneously for both
modes, it is easy to conclude that TNC’s and transit are not perfect substitutes for each other, and at least
some complimentary activity occurs at the Zip Code level. However, they are not perfect compliments
either as each hypothesis has some explanatory power for both modes in most time & city scenarios.
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Conservatively, job-density and the percent of car-less households predicts transit strongly and TNC’s
weakly. Additional demographic variables such as population density, income and age may help predict
TNC’s, but that effect is not fully understood through this data set as variable insignificance starts to
become a factor.
When viewed broadly, the differences between the explanatory power of each hypothesis shows that TNC
supply exhibits more complexity than transit supply. Transit is simply better predicted by fewer variables
such as in Hypothesis 1: job density and concentration of car-less households. As a fixed service this makes
spatial sense – transit is best suited to offer consistent service between areas with consistent demand for
service. Conversely, TNC supply is explained marginally better by substituting population density for
vehicle access – suggesting that travel between dense uses may offer an additional explanation, or even
greater explanatory power is achieved by substituting age and income for jobs – suggesting that demands
on time and means may play a larger role in TNC usage than they do in transit usage. The possibility that
land-use could cause differences in the ability to choose between options may account for the observation
that significance is not achieved for all time and city pairs in the last hypothesis, which could be explored
in future research. These findings are in line with prior surveys which showed that transit was mainly used
to commute to and from work by people with lower to moderate incomes, while ride-hailing was used for
many other kinds of trips by people with moderate to higher incomes.
Across cities the proportion of coefficients also shows elements of substitution and complementarity.
Transit has the largest effect sizes in the AM and PM peak, with minimal night-time service on Saturday
and Sunday. TNCs, however, have some elevated PM peak effect sizes and the largest effect size during
the late-night Saturday period. This indicates that some people may be choosing TNC’s for PM peak trips
while still relying on transit one-way – such as in the morning. However, on Saturday nights when transit
service is at or near its minimum level but activities are popular TNC supply swells considerably highlighting a complementary scenario.
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Limitations
The design of this study was influenced by key data that allowed for a comparison of TNC supply in
different US regions but was provided in a highly aggregated format. Further, the demographic
characteristics of actual riders was not able to be collected or shared, nor were we able to examine actual
transit ridership by Zip Code. The variables compared here are a best attempt with the data at hand to
understand the factors that influence TNC use and how it may substitute or complement for transit based
on time, location, and spatial demography. The data and subsequent study design present several
limitations that should be overcome as research and policy development continue. Primarily, since the
TNC data was aggregated to proportions and Zip Codes, issues of demography, substitution, and
complementarity to public transit could not be explored at the corridor level where the effects could be
much more concretely studied. Similarly, the reliance on census demographic data does not account for
how populations shift throughout the day. Thus, the study compares a moving supply of transportation
vehicles to a static snapshot of where people live and work. These limitations mean that this study does
not provide concrete answers about TNC travel behavior relative to transit. Rather it provides a waypoint
that quantitatively highlights cases of substitution and complementarity.
Policy Recommendations
This study makes a number of observations about transport service provision. An overall social goal is to
encourage ways in which the different technologies of fixed route transit and dynamic ride-source can be
complimentary by providing the best service where they can best function. The exploratory findings here
already points to ways in they are: TNC services have some of their heaviest usage during evening and
weekend periods when transit service is weaker. However, substitution effects are also notable - TNC’s
and public transit constituencies have some demographic and spatiotemporal overlap: they both have
higher supply in areas with lower car-ownership and higher activity densities (represented by jobs or
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population). The data also starts to suggest how different types of regions may differ in their TNC usage.
Transit-oriented cities like Chicago and DC have more sustained TNC usage throughout the day than autooriented place like LA and Nashville, which receive an outsized use of TNC’s during the weekend. More
study and experimentation is clearly needed on how these type of services can work together in different
land-use contexts.
As an overall system, this study shows that transit follows jobs and TNC’s follow a more diverse array of
factors. Job locations have consistent demand for mobility, thus it makes sense for them to be the focus
of fixed route service. As travel trajectories become more dispersed, the efficacy of fixed route systems
dissipates. Transit and TNCs exhibit very different spatial limitations when in direct competition. In a city
core, where a TNC ride is more likely to compete with transit, road network capacity is the real constraint
for both systems, and transit performs much better at maximizing capacity. As an example, Chicago was
estimated in the year prior to data collection to have about 35,000 active TNC drivers (Tanveer 2015). At
a maximum capacity of 4 people (after the driver) for a 16 foot sedan vehicle, Chicago’s TNC fleet would
stretch 106 miles if lined up end-to-end and hold a theoretical maximum of 140,000 riders at one time
(assuming all rides were fully shared). By comparison, the entire Chicago Transit Authority fleet of buses
and trains would only take up 31.5 miles if lined up end to end while simultaneously holding 244,000
people at published loading guidelines (which is often below full capacity)(Gash 2016; Garmon 2016). Put
more simply, at full passenger capacity a TNC fleet will take up nearly six times more space than a public
transit fleet. Consider that a TNC is very likely to have only one passenger, and that number can balloon
to over 20 times the amount of space. What this fundamentally points to is that transit will always have a
socially competitive advantage in areas where space is a constraint – essentially any place where
congestion is considered an issue.
Table 4.11 TNC vs Transit fleet length comparison. Fleet size and curtesy of (Tanveer 2015; Garmon 2016; Gash
2016)
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Vehicle
count

Pax loading
guidelines

Length
(ft)

Pax
Fleet
Pax to length
Capacity length (mi)
ratio

TNC
Registered Vehicles*

155,661

4

16

622,644

471.7

1.0

35,000

4

16

140,000

106.1

1.0

1,951

53

40

103,403

14.8

5.3

308

79

60

24,332

3.5

5.3

Heavy Rail car

1,460

80

48

116,800

13.3

6.7

CTA Fleet total

3,719

-

-

244,535

31.6

5.9

Active Vehicles

Chicago Transit Authority (CTA)
Regular bus
Articulated bus

*Chicago has tax emblems registered to specific drivers and vehicles in order to become a TNC driver. Since
many drivers may work for only short periods, only about 20% are estimated to be active.

Finally, this exploration suggests that TNC’s and transit could have competitive advantages that can make
them natural partners. Transit can continue to provide affordable service to large employment centers
and areas with low car ownership focusing on spatially constrained areas, while TNC’s may fill-in service
for crosstown, first/last mile, and high-value trip segments. As is the case now, political will to prioritize
transit where it can work will be critical to realize spatial efficiency where it is needed.
One of the main policy recommendations comes from the data limitations of this study. Researchers and
municipalities who want to better understand ride-sourcing are hungry for data. Being able to answer
questions about the impacts of ride-hailing in general and the changes incurred by different operational
and policy regimes will require an ability to share data at a scale which is appropriate to the questions at
hand. Accepting overly aggregated or weak datasets will limit the public knowledge that produces a
healthy policy regime. Indeed, the data is out there: copious records exists by the very nature of the
service, but it is siloed into the hands of numerous private operators each seeking to retain their private
knowledge. While balancing competitive business practices and consumer privacy with public purpose is
a complex balance to achieve, there must be more advanced and nuanced conversation between
regulators, advocates, operators, public agencies, and researchers to access useful data. Since the start of
this study, efforts have started to pursue this balance, such as the SharedStreets.io aggregation platform
– but they are in their infancy.
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Conclusion
Comparing the supply of transit and TNC’s against area demographics suggests that spatial
complementarity and substitution are both present. The supply of TNCs and transit can be predicted by
similar variables, but not with the same level of robustness. Transit supply is likely best predicted by
factors that lead to consistent demand for mobility such as job density and concentration of car-less
households. While TNC’s are also predicted by those factors, the coefficient of determination is not nearly
as strong, but is raised by including population density and income into the mix. Likewise, the time-series
data shows that TNC’s are most active in the evening and on the weekend when people are out but transit
service is less frequent – if operating at all. Thus, when viewed at the zip-code level across the day we
observe that while transit and TNC services do spatially overlap at times, they respond more strongly to
different forces. Transit in particular serves factors that lead to consistency in daily demand such as job
density, while TNC’s have greater attraction to factors with less stochastic demand such as population,
age, and income.
As an exploratory study this research uncovered issues, patterns, and hypotheses that can be further
examined in future research. It built on existing studies by providing examinations of cities that had not
been a focus of prior TNC research. Fundamentally there is the issue to work out data regimes that allow
for better research, policy, and planning around TNC’s and transit systems. This includes getting corridor
level and count data to be able to report accurate effect sizes and identify rates of substitution. Other
future research should also consider demographics of actual riders, rather than using background
demography as a proxy. This can give a fuller picture on equity implicit in having transit and TNC’s serving
different population segments. Understanding the interactions between transit and for-hire-vehicle
services is growing in importance as TNC services continue to grow, especially given space constraints and
equity considerations in our cities.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion: Data as a Resource, Information as
Infrastructure

The genesis of this dissertation was to look for the underlying cause of an increasing diversity of mobility
services that improved mobility access without ownership. Technology enabled car-sharing (since the late
1990’s), bike-sharing (since the mid 2000’s), ride-hailing (since 2010), dockless micromobility (since 2017)
and even real-time transit information (since early 2000’s) were innovations that were shaking up
different niches of the transport system. One commonality between them stood out: each of these
services was reliant on the sharing of data between assets and users to allow coordination. This
observation led to the exploration of research, theory and data that could corroborate or challenge the
assertion that data mediated by information communication technology (ICT) was changing our
relationship with transport infrastructure.
The case studies in this dissertation used exploratory methods on unique datasets from emerging mobility
services to understand how new mobility tools and services could impact how we move about. Each of
these studies is a puzzle piece that reveals something about the relationship between mobility,
infrastructure, and information. While these studies are not enough to portray the complete picture,
taken together they can suggest a framework which may fill in more pieces of that puzzle and aid future
research and policy analysis in transportation.
In the introduction of this dissertation the case was made to consider automatically recorded data to be
a resource used by algorithms to produce information that enables access to mobility. Under this rubric,
information – the comparison of data – takes on the quality of infrastructure because the format of the
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comparison is designed to support a common goal of transportation infrastructure: enabling mobility. In
this structure, data transformed into information sits at the inflection point between the technological
function of a vehicle and the human need for mobility and access in the socio-technical system of
transportation. Each of the cases highlights this interaction in a different way by mapping onto the
different levels of the multilevel perspective: niche, regime, and landscape.
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Table 5.1 Summary of Findings and Insight from the case studies mapped to the Multi-level Perspective
Level of

Case 1:

Case 2:

Case 3:

MLP

Niche

Regime

Landscape

Big Data and Travel

Taxis, Apps, and Transit:

Ridesourcing: friend or foe to

Title

Desire:

How the flow of information may

transit?

Comparing trip planner

redistribute transport supply to

An exploratory study of

data exhaust to regional

meet demand

overlapping supply in 5 US cities

Large OD data from journey

Increased distribution of FHV origins is

Though transit and TNC services do

planners agrees with

not explained solely by increased

spatially overlap at times, they

methodically collected but

supply. Information-mediated services

respond more strongly to different

smaller RHTS data. This

– Uber & Transit app - had greater

forces. Transit serves factors that lead

indicates that journey

origin distribution than primarily

to consistency in daily demand like

planner data can used to

street-hail based services.

job density. TNC’s have greater

travel surveys
Findings

determine OD demand.

attraction to factors with less
stochastic demand like population,
age, and income.

Insight

•

When data about vehicle

•

19

Increasing access is not only a

•

Technological transition does not

supply is used within a

matter of technology or policy but

purport to happen evenly or

mobility sociotechnical

is a matter of both.

without bias.

system it can reveal
information about travel

•

desire and potential
demand20.

More complex interactions with

•

information allows supply and

Data regimes matter to measure
and manage well.

demand to meet with more
efficiency.

Case 1: Niche Potential - Second-Order data
The first case (Big Data and Travel Desire: Comparing trip planner data exhaust to regional travel surveys)
focused on the role of journey planners to collect desired origin-destination information. It shows how

19
20

Supply refers to spatiotemporal availability of travel modes from a consistent location.
Demand refers to travel intention as revealed by the destination data.
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niche actors can turn unique access to data within their ecosystem into unique insight that can have
broader impacts. The case focused on the quality of origin-destination (O-D) information produced, but
also implicitly demonstrated how source data can be transformed from data about vehicle supply to data
about travel intention and capacity demand for the mobility system. The direct findings were that:
1) O-D searches performed in a journey planner represent a form of travel desire data;
2) O-D data from a journey planner can be much more voluminous and constant than travel survey
data since they are useful for the users; and
3) desired O-D pairs from the journey planner can track closely to what is known about actual O-D
trips as understood from the regional household transportation survey methodology.
Implicit in this study was the transformation of route network and vehicle data through the mobility
sociotechnical stack. As the data encounters human need it is first transformed into specific potential
journeys for the individual; and then the sum of those potential journeys transformed into aggregated
travel desire data useful at the societal level. This observation is meaningful in two ways. First, it simply
demonstrates that the informational algorithm behind a journey planner shapes everyday behavior to
plan and execute journeys, much like physical infrastructure shapes behavior. Secondly it points to a
phenomenon of transportation demand data generated from the active use of existing transport supply
information. Without route network and vehicle data first transformed through the stack into journey
information we cannot obtain the systematic and high-resolution view of O-D pairs found in the study.
This societal information can be described as coming from second-order data – an observation only able
to be recorded due to the use of a prior data set.
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• Supply
• Asset
Location
First-Order
Data

Routing
applications

• Transit App
• Google
Maps

• Demand
• Desired trip
Second-Order
Data

Figure 5.1: Once supply data is used by applications to create information on how to accomplish potential journeys, we can obtain
demand data about where people want to go. This transformation occurs as data is moved through a mobility sociotechnical stack
from baseline asset location data to human mobility needs.

Case 2: Shifting the Regime - Information and the (re)distribution of for-hire vehicles
The next case (Taxis, Apps, and Transit: How the flow of information may redistribute transport supply to
meet demand) showed impacts from a regime level, where public agencies and major actors were
grappling with emerging challenges. The case looked at for-hire vehicle (FHV) origin data in New York City
to understand the role of policy and communications technology in provisioning access to transportation
services. It compared FHV origin data from 2015 - a year which had significant substitution from streethail taxis to new FHV options, to 2012 as a control - the last year in which the Yellow Taxi was the sole
street-hail provider. It found that FHV access changed in a way that is not easily explainable by just
considering the effect of more supply without considering how that supply was created and operated.
The pace at which information was created and acted on became a critical differentiator in the distribution
of the different modes. This pace ranged from multi-year data collection and policy response typical of
institutions, to automated real-time matching typical of software. In this lens, Green Taxi’s were a policy
response to the long arc of evidence-based policy and planning, while ride-hailing services were an
automated comparison of real-time supply and demand data. Though both service types increased access
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to FHV services outside of the Manhattan core in a pattern not consistent with just adding more
medallions, this study found that similarities in their distribution largely ended there.
Data collected since 2008 from the use of standard Yellow Taxi’s became evidence for policy makers to
encourage dispersal of metered FHVs outside of the Manhattan core. In 2013 this became the Green Taxi
program, which granted a special (easier to obtain) license for street hail pick-ups outside the Manhattan
core and airports. While this increased the net availability of street-hail vehicles in the Outer Boroughs of
New York City, the origins of Green Taxi trips were even more highly concentrated around subway stations
than from Yellow Taxis in Manhattan. Subway stations were acting as high-density nodes that could
support stochastic co-location of passengers and vehicles which allowed driver and rider – supply and
demand – to physically meet.
Comparatively, ride-hail technology services provided by transportation network companies (TNC) like
Uber matched rider with driver in real-time, removing the physical requirement for co-location. The result
was that even though they were under no mandate to geographically restrict or distribute their services,
TNC origins were nearly four times more likely to be in the Outer Boroughs than the 2012 Yellow-taxi
control. In addition the 2015 Outer Borough TNC trip was more dispersed from the subway than streethail FHVs – they had a median distance from the subway of 1,152 feet, compared to 921 feet for the 2015
Yellow + Green combined street hail, and 901 feet for the 2012 Yellow Taxi control.
Finally, ride-hail’s summoned through the Transit app, a multimodal journey planner, showed the most
dispersal into the Outer Boroughs and away from the subway, with a median distance of 1,413 feet.
However, the Transit app ride-hail users were actually closer to bus stops than Uber app originating trips
were (about 12 feet closer city-wide and 40 feet closer in the Outer Boroughs). This data suggests that
users of the Transit app who booked Ubers may be commonly doing so to augment the bus system
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specifically. In this kind of scenario information about transportation supply, such as buses and Ubers, is
helping users to more actively choose between the modes that meet their current needs.
This study found that increasing access requires both technological disruption and policy to work together
concurrently. The case showed the impact of increased information about riders and vehicles was to
expand the distribution of for-hire-vehicles. The notable difference was in the level of information used.
Geographic restrictions, like the exclusion zone for Green Taxis, forced FHVs out of saturated areas but
did not change the underlying behavior of supply and demand needing to co-locate. Automatic matching
enabled distribution further into areas where a street-hail system alone wasn’t viable, allowing demand
to attract supply. In cases where a mobility aggregator was used, users where able to compare information
about many choices effectively allowing demand to choose from among supply. This relationship may be
extrapolated into levels of digital data and information used in the transport selection process. As the
levels of information use increases, the relationship between supply and demand flip. Table 5.2 organizes
the potential effects of data into different levels (or complexities) of digital information. As the level of
data increases, the relationship between supply and demand flips.
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Table 5.2: Levels of Digital Information and the effects on supply and demand
Digital
data
Level

0

1

2

3

4

Digital Information

Behavior

Example

User Access
Impacts

Potential
Pitfalls

Ease of use
at nodes

Limited
availability
outside of
nodes
Service
must match
schedule
Bad data
can lead to
missed trips
and bad CS
May
increase
VMT
Dependency
on devices
to enable
travel

No digital info,
observation only

Coincidence or habit

Static, periodically
updated

Person meets vehicle,
high wait buffer

Street hail taxi;
regular driving
commute;
commuter bus
Digitized transit
schedule feed

Real-time for one
side

Person meets vehicle,
short wait buffer

GPS location of
vehicle

Improved
usability

Real-time for both
sides

Vehicle meets person

TNC service:
UberX, Lyft, etc

Improved
convenience

Real-time
comparison
between multiple
travel modes

Person optimizes mode
choice on-the-fly for
price, comfort,
convenience and speed

Mobility
aggregators:
Transit App,
Google Maps

Improved
legibility

Improved
set of
choices

Supply &
Demand
Impacts
Concentration
of supply and
demand
Supply
attracts
demand
Supply
attracts
demand more
reliably
Demand
attracts
supply
Demand
chooses
among supply

Case 3: Landscape - A changing landscape in transportation
The final case in this dissertation (Ridesourcing: friend or foe to transit? An exploratory study of
overlapping supply in 5 US cities) highlighted a landscape level issue: technological transition can happen
unevenly and reflect biases. The case attempted to understand how the spatio-temporal supply of ridehailing corresponded to that of transit. In doing so, it identified demographic similarities and differences
between areas where these services operate. It was based off of a unique dataset provided by a
(contractually unnamed) TNC. The set was notable for containing data on five cities across the US. Since
TNC ridership data has generally been regarded as a corporate asset, there are not many cities where
provider data has been available to effectively study ride-hail origins across cities and land use types.
Unfortunately, the data was also stunted – it did not provide ridership counts, but instead proportion of
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regional ridership by zip-code. This meant that it was impossible to compare cities based on counts, and
within cities only proportion of trips could be compared at a scale generally above the neighborhood level.
Under these limitations, the study identified that TNC’s are more difficult to predict supply by area
demographics than transit. At the Zip Code level, transit is robustly attracted to density of car-free
households and job density above other conditions. In contrast TNC supply is influenced by those forces,
but more weakly since population density, cohorts of adults age 25-44, and higher median household
incomes can correlate with increased supply, but with less overall robustness. Further, TNC supply
increases at some times when transit supply decreases – most notably weekend evenings. In effect, there
is evidence of both complementarity and substitution depending on the context. Transit and TNC’s supply
some of the same spaces at the same time, but TNCs are more complicated in their spatial distribution.
Put another way, transit is more constrained to the strongest corridors with demand, while TNCs are able
to also serve more distributed land-uses – tending towards younger and wealthier populations depending
on the context.
This study exhibited some weaknesses stemming from the limits of the original TNC set – namely its limits
to Zip Codes and ridership proportions. This acted as a general limitation on the scope and strength of the
methodology. While general positive or negative trends were identified from this data, it is impossible to
know how the TNC interacted with specific land use types or transit services. Further, the inability to
benchmark trip rates across different cities makes baseline measurement difficult to communicate or
follow longitudinally.
The issue at hand here is less that the data format wasn’t ideal, but that better data does exist in the
company silos and has largely remained unavailable to researchers and planners. This data can provide
additional clarity about infrastructure use of the public realm for planning purposes, but lack of access
thwarts actionable insights from being developed. Depending on the context, issues of privacy or
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propriety are cited as the limiting factors (Said 2019; He and Chow 2019; Dungca 2015; The Economist
2019). However, as exhibited by the open New York City Taxi data, such information can act as a city
sensor (Ganti et al. 2012) – highlighting where long terms needs are, how travel patterns change in both
specific and longitudinal ways, and where disparities and abundance regularly occur. Both governmental
and industry standards on data collection and sharing are largely unformed in this area, and the limits
presented here suggested the need for greater transparency and agreement about the data that is needed
to enable adequate understanding of how the public realm is used for mobility, particularly under
changing conditions.
Future Research
As mobility systems continue to evolve there will be an increasing need to understand how different
modes and business models impact a variety of social needs related to transport - including urban
development, equity, and environmental sustainability. This makes for a strong need to frame the
conditions under which change is occurring, which requires measuring baseline conditions, while
promoting access to comprehensive datasets. All of this means that the need for future research in this
area is both large and ongoing.
For example, in just the past 2 years dockless electric scooters and bicycles have been deployed in
hundreds of cities across the globe. As new niche business models and pilots develop, there is a clear need
to understand baseline conditions and longitudinal impact of new entrants into the transport ecosystem
as both political regime and technical landscape conditions evolve.
Another research concern is that most attention in this area has been paid to large and relatively
prosperous cities in North America and Europe. The impact in smaller regions and from the developing
world need to be considered, as the context for use and financial/social impact can be very different.
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Common to all of this is the need for increased access to useful and standardized data. As services gain
users and cities adopt pilots, it’s important that data is collected to allow useful monitoring and
evaluation. The discussion of what level of data is appropriate and who should collect it is happening right
now, as exemplified by the creation of the Mobility Data Specification (MDS) by the Los Angeles
Department of Transportation (Mobility Data Specification: A Data Standard for Mobility as a Service
Providers Who Work within in the City of Los Angeles (version 0.3.x) [2018] 2019). This data spec has firm
opponents and proponents because it seeks trip level information in real time by operators on city streets.
Privacy groups and companies argue that the level of detail is unnecessary, while LA and other cities which
have moved to accept MDS argue that it is needed to organize space and prevent conflicts between a
growing diversity of street users effectively (Zipper 2019; Clewlow 2019). Transport researchers need to
be involved in this conversation to help identify needs under limits which can still produce insightful
outcomes.
Final Thoughts
This research identified a framework for considering how mobility systems are evolving from the use of
data, information, and communication technology. It describes transport as a socio-technical system that
is becoming increasingly reliant on information to track vehicle assets, and help match user demand with
vehicle supply. Baseline or pre-digital systems exist where users are more reliant on co-location, habits,
or pre-printed schedule information. As levels of digital information increase on the supply and demand
side, data and information become the pivot point between the technical assets and the operating models
that enable access. In transportation, data acts as a stock resource of recorded observations about
vehicles and users, while the informational algorithms compare data to optimize for particular outcomes.
People are becoming dependent on these information systems for access and mobility, making these
systems behave like other components of infrastructure.
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As part of a sociotechnical system, this reliance on information systems can impact both city planning
processes and individuals. The detailed trip desire data collected through journey planners showed that
information could improve legibility for users seeking to make trips, and in turn planning agencies could
receive higher resolution data than from traditional survey methods. Individuals also benefited from
transportation network company (TNC) services which could simultaneously compare supply and demand
data to provide for-hire-vehicle services closer to a trips true origin point. This dispersion was only
amplified further by the use of mobility aggregators which allowed users (representing demand) to pick
among services (representing supply).
However, the regulatory and civic response to data-enabled transport services shouldn’t necessarily be
lassaize-faire. In New York City, this dissertation showed that the entrance of TNCs has reshaped the
expressed demand for transport in some urban areas more than supply-side tracking has. The more
distributed nature of TNC’s found in New York may align with data from other cities which demonstrated
that TNC supply was geographically less predictable than transit overall but had a higher affinity for
younger and wealthier Zip Codes. Where TNC and transit supply heavily overlapped, they were competing
for ridership. In dense and congested areas, the space requirements of TNCs compared to transit may
overwhelm areas leading to vicious cycle for transit ridership. Dockless micromobility services, like
scooters and bikes, have seen great growth recently and may offer a compromise between road space
and point-to-point availability for short and medium distance terms trips, but they are also limited by their
nature to physically able and confident users. The growth of TNC’s and micromobility services also creates
new competition for curb access for pick-up, drop-off, and storage.
In the end, the costs and benefits of information-enabled transport is much like any other sociotechnical
system of infrastructure. The technological systems don’t automatically produce the best benefits or
worst costs – it is up to us as a society and polity, through informed study and experimentation, to set the
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bounds and practices of operation to achieve the best benefits and opportunities for the fewest costs to
society.
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Epilogue: Defending during the COVID-19 pandemic
The work of this dissertation occurred during what we might call normal times: a period when people
juggle both the daily expectations and choice to be with other people, necessitating travel. Activities like
going to work, school, or social engagements were part of the everyday rhythm of life and drove demand
for travel, which was captured throughout this dissertation. The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic
became the overriding landscape condition that brought all but the most necessary of activities to a full
stop by the time the dissertation defense was scheduled.
In an effort to stay away from other people and contain the spread of this virus school went online,
restaurant dining rooms were closed, large social gatherings were outlawed while small ones were heavily
discouraged, in-person work teams were minimized, and work-from-home became the default in any
industry or role that could do it. In short, a fundamental tenant of the sharing economy on which this
phenomenon was based – being exposed to other people – became unhealthy. Given that this is a oncein-a-lifetime shock to our collective landscape, it is impossible to know yet where we will head in terms of
our intertwined transportation, policy, and technology systems. However, our adaption to the pandemic
does point in some initial directions.
•

Post-pandemic travel will likely be a mix of highly necessary and highly desirable. We are
adapting to new expectations about where we really need to be. Offices cultures that were long
resistant to work-from-home had to embrace it overnight. Conversely, though nearly all education
has gone online, many parents and students are vocal in their desire for in-person learning.

•

Individualized transport is doing ok, while collective transport will take more time and ingenuity
to come back to pre-pandemic levels. At the start of the pandemic in March all trips made in the
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US dropped by over 40% when compared to the same week from 2019.21 By July that figure only
recovered a few percentage points. However, that drop in travel is not spread evenly. Car travel
dropped the least and is rebounding the fastest. Mass transit systems lost upwards of 95% of their
riders and are facing a very slow recovery,22 but since they still need to provide service to essential
workers they are facing massive deficits. Ride-hail companies have seen a 70%-80% drop in trips
but have switched their focus towards delivery.23 Bike-share has shown resilience in some
locations as an individualized option in lieu of transit.24
•

The role of information infrastructure is more important than ever. Activities that are
functioning are largely doing so by being as online and data-rich as possible. High speed internet,
video conferencing, online shopping (and related no-contact - but data rich - logistics and delivery)
are sustaining many jobs and households.

Though the above indicators can suggest emerging issues, as underlined by this dissertation, policy
response matters. The regime level, where the power of policy and institutions rests, is where magnitude
and direction can be altered. The regime sits at the nexus between niche firms and families that bare the
impacts of the virus, and the landscape condition of the virus that we must adjust to and respond to. Only
through our political and institutional regimes can we gather the resources, insight, and strategy to
influence the course of the virus and how we collectively recover.

21

“Daily Travel during the COVID-19 Pandemic” Bureau of Transportation Statistics. (July 2020)
https://www.bts.gov/browse-statistical-products-and-data/trips-distance/daily-travel-during-covid-19-pandemic
22
“COVID’s Differing Impact on Transit Ridership” Eno Center for Transportation (April 2020)
https://www.enotrans.org/article/covids-differing-impact-on-transit-ridership/
23
“Lyft says its ride-hailing business is down 70 percent because of COVID-19” The Verge (May 2020)
https://www.theverge.com/2020/5/6/21249815/lyft-q1-earnings-coronavirus-rides-loss-layoffs
24
“After coronavirus, bicycles will have a new place in city life” Fortune (June 2020)
https://fortune.com/2020/06/15/bicycles-coronavirus-cities-lime-citi-bike/
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Appendix for Chapter 4

Definitions
Dependent Variable combinations: Each dependent variable is constructed as
[region_mode_time].
region or city: Metropolitan Area where transit and TNC data was collected
•
•
•
•
•
•

all – All regions combined
chi – Chicago, IL
dc – Washington, DC-MD-VA
la – Los Angeles, CA
nash – Nashville, TN
sea – Seattle, WA

Mode: Transport Mode
• Transit – Public transportation provider
• TNC – Transportation Network Company (ride-source operator)
Time: Time period of day
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ampeak – Morning Peak; Friday 6am – 10am
midday – Midday; Friday 10am – 2pm
pmpeak – Afternoon Peak; Friday 4pm –8pm
satlate – Weekend Late Night; Saturday 10pm – Sunday 2am
minactv – Minimal Activity; Sunday 9pm – 12am
wkday – Full Day (TNC); Friday 24hr
total – Full Day (Transit); Friday 24hr

Independent Variables
• pop15_sqmi– Population density per Square Mile (Source: ACS 2015)
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• med_hh_inc– Median Household Income (Source: ACS 2015)
• jobs_sqmi– Jobs per square mile (Source: LEHD 2015)
• white_pct– Percent of population that identifies as white (Source: ACS
2015)
• owner_pct– Homeownership percent (Source: ACS 2015)
• hhveh0_pct– Percent of households with no vehicles (Source: ACS 2015)
• age_15_24_pct– Percent of population Ages 15-24 (Source: ACS 2015)
• age_25_44_pct– Percent of population Ages 25-44 (Source: ACS 2015)
• age_45_64_pct– Percent of population Ages 45-64 (Source: ACS 2015)
• edu_univ_grad_pct– Percent of population with a university degree
(Source: ACS 2015)
• work_unemp_pct– Percent of population that is unemployed (Source:
ACS 2015)
• poverty2x_pct– Percent of population under twice the federal poverty
line (Source: ACS 2015)
When dependent variable is TNC:
• transit_sqmi– Number of transit events per square mile (Source:
GTFS)
When dependent variable is transit:
• TNC_sqmi– Number of TNC sample events per square mile (Source:
SUMC)
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TNC Data Sample
The TNC data in this study is not a direct count of trips, but instead a relative
count based on the busiest peak-hour flow. This creates to a sample of unknown
population size.
Below is a demonstration example of the TNC data set with an explanation for
different value types.
Example TNC Data with explanation
start_zip

end_zip

day_of_week

hour

explanation

percentage

A

B

Wednesday

19

100.000

D
A
E

C
E
A

Friday
Thursday
Saturday

14
17
8

23.427
Insignificantly small
2.001

Peak flow for the region. All other rates
within the region are relative to these trips.
For each 100 trips between A & B at 7pm
on Wednesday, 23.4 trips occur between D
& C at 2pm on Friday
Flow between 0% and 2%
Minimum recorded flow

The data was given to Shared-Use Mobility Center in this format by the TNC
operator. Justification for this format was to protect user privacy.
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Transit Event Supply
GTFS Data was collected from the following agencies:
Chicago, IL: Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), PACE, METRA
Washington, DC: WMATA, Montgomery Ride-On, Alexandria DASH, Arlington ART, Fairfax
Connector, MARC, VRE
Los Angeles, CA: LA MetroBus/Rail, Santa Monica Big Blue Bus, Foothills Transit, LADOT,
Anaheim Transit, Long Beach Transit, MetroLink, OCTA, Torrence Transit, PVPTA
Nashville, TN: Nashville Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA)
Seattle, WA: King County Metro, Sound Transit, Community Transit, Everett Transit, InterCity,
Pierce County Transit

Each scheduled stop of a transit vehicle is called a transit event. Events were
grouped into time periods for each region
Transit Events (1000’s)
Count
of Zip

Population
2015

SqMi
Land

Stop/
Station
Count

chi

169

5,428,788

1,025

dc

151

4,028,476

la

Region

Fri 24h
1,529.7

Sat Latenight
Sat 10pm 2am
96.6

Min.
Activity
Sun 9pm12am
104.6

281.9

1,044.2

52.9

68.6
64.4

Midday
Fri 10am2pm
294.9

PM peak
Fri 4pm8pm
371.2

Weekday

24,080

AM peak
Fri 6am10am
395.4

1,321

18,988

278.7

182.8

350

12,771,485

2,995

27,841

361.6

287.1

330.8

1,365.7

60.0

nash

32

766,094

659

2,501

21.7

17.4

19.6

80.8

1.4

3.3

sea

72

2,002,738

1,109

7,767

116.7

88.5

118.4

449.7

29.2

34.3

24hr Transit Events - Fridays
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TNC Sample and Transit Event Supply
For each region TNC volume peaks on Friday or Saturday evening. Volume
differences between regions are indicative of research sample size but not actual
TNC population size.
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Friday was chosen for a snapshot because it tends to be the day of the week with
the highest combined transit and TNC service.
Weekday TNC and Transit Characteristics
Region

Population
2015

Transit
Events

Transit Events
per capita

TNC
Sample
Size

# Zip
Codes

# Zip Codes
>2% TNC*

TNC Samples
/ Zip Code**

chi

5,428,788

1,529,651

0.282

53,555

169

78

686.6

dc

4,028,476

1,044,188

0.259

41,624

144

122

341.2

la

12,771,485

1,365,733

0.107

65,510

355

285

229.9

766,094

80,836

0.106

5,893

32

23

256.2

2,002,738

449,721

0.225

27,278

72

56

487.1

nash
sea

* Zip Codes with a value of fewer than 2% were coded as only non-zero. These Zip Codes have flow values greater than 2%
** Uses Zip Codes >2% as denominator
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Transit Supply and Population Density
The supply of available transit, measured in each ‘event’ where a vehicle has a
designated run and stop, has significant correlation to population density. This
makes logical sense since transit depends on a concentration of people to be
viable.

Individual Trend Lines:
Panes
Row
Transit
Events
Transit
Events
Transit
Events
Transit
Events

Column

Line
p-value

DF

Count of Zip

0.113916

3

Pop15

Sqmi Land

0.150868

0.286537

Pop. Sq. Mile 0.0143592*

3

3

3

Coefficients
Term
Distinct
count of Zip
intercept

Value

StdErr

t-value

p-value

3933.66

1778.53

2.21174

0.113916

285760

337384

0.846987

0.459221

Pop15

0.0968648

0.0504913

1.91845

0.150868

intercept

410044

329800

1.24331

0.302063

Sqmi Land

381.428

294.961

1.29315

0.286537

intercept

382586

470011

0.813994

0.475254

Pop. Sq. Mile 372.104

72.562

5.12808

0.0143592*

intercept

261308

-1.30476

0.283039

-340944

A linear trend model is computed for sum of Transit Events given distinct count of Zip.
Model formula:
Number of modeled observations:
Number of filtered observations:
Model degrees of freedom:
Residual degrees of freedom (DF):
SSE (sum squared error):

( Distinct count of Zip + intercept )
5
0
2
3
5.73369e+11
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MSE (mean squared error):
R-Squared:
Standard error:
p-value (significance):

1.91123e+11
0.619859
437176
0.113916

A linear trend model is computed for sum of Transit Events given sum of Pop15.
Model formula:
Number of modeled observations:
Number of filtered observations:
Model degrees of freedom:
Residual degrees of freedom (DF):
SSE (sum squared error):
MSE (mean squared error):
R-Squared:
Standard error:
p-value (significance):

( Pop15 + intercept )
5
0
2
3
6.77338e+11
2.25779e+11
0.550927
475163
0.150868

A linear trend model is computed for sum of Transit Events given sum of Sqmi Land.
Model formula:
Number of modeled observations:
Number of filtered observations:
Model degrees of freedom:
Residual degrees of freedom (DF):
SSE (sum squared error):
MSE (mean squared error):
R-Squared:
Standard error:
p-value (significance):

( Sqmi Land + intercept )
5
0
2
3
9.68471e+11
3.22824e+11
0.357908
568176
0.286537

A linear trend model is computed for sum of Transit Events given Pop. Sq. Mile. The model may be significant at p <= 0.05.
Model formula:
Number of modeled observations:
Number of filtered observations:
Model degrees of freedom:
Residual degrees of freedom (DF):
SSE (sum squared error):
MSE (mean squared error):
R-Squared:
Standard error:
p-value (significance):

( Pop. Sq. Mile + intercept )
5
0
2
3
1.54449e+11
5.14829e+10
0.897601
226898
0.0143592
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TNC Supply and Population Density
The supply of TNC sample events, measured in each origin count, has the highest
significant correlation to the count of Zip Codes in a region. This does not make sense as
an operating relationship, but it confirms that the format of the sample data is
influenced by the number of Zip Codes in the region. The sample data was provided as a
percentage of the Zip Code with the most supply in each region.

Individual trend lines:
Panes
Row
TNC
Events
TNC
Events
TNC
Events
TNC
Events

Coefficients
DF Term
Distinct count of
Distinct count of Zip 0.0334641 3
Zip
intercept
Column

Pop15

Sqmi Land

Pop. Sq. Mile

Line
p-value

0.055511

0.127123

3

3

0.0466391 3

Value

StdErr

t-value

p-value

883.668

236.604

3.7348

0.0334641*

63246.6

44883.4

1.40913

0.253564

Pop15

0.0221206 0.0072572 3.0481

0.055511

intercept

89364.9

47402.5

1.88524

0.155886

Sqmi Land

95.8054

45.7221

2.09539

0.127123

intercept

71431.2

72856.7

0.980434

0.399172

Pop. Sq. Mile

67.6826

20.6733

3.27392

0.0466391*

intercept

-24746.7

74447.9

0.332404

0.761456

A linear trend model is computed for sum of TNC Events given distinct count of Zip. The model may be significant at p <= 0.05.
Model formula:
Number of modeled observations:
Number of filtered observations:
Model degrees of freedom:
Residual degrees of freedom (DF):
SSE (sum squared error):
MSE (mean squared error):
R-Squared:

( Distinct count of Zip + intercept )
5
0
2
3
1.01474e+10
3.38247e+09
0.822995
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Standard error:
p-value (significance):

58159
0.0334641

A linear trend model is computed for sum of TNC Events given sum of Pop15.
Model formula:
Number of modeled observations:
Number of filtered observations:
Model degrees of freedom:
Residual degrees of freedom (DF):
SSE (sum squared error):
MSE (mean squared error):
R-Squared:
Standard error:
p-value (significance):

( Pop15 + intercept )
5
0
2
3
1.39929e+10
4.66429e+09
0.755918
68295.6
0.055511

A linear trend model is computed for sum of TNC Events given sum of Sqmi Land.

Model formula:
Number of modeled observations:
Number of filtered observations:
Model degrees of freedom:
Residual degrees of freedom (DF):
SSE (sum squared error):
MSE (mean squared error):
R-Squared:
Standard error:
p-value (significance):

( Sqmi Land + intercept )
5
0
2
3
2.32707e+10
7.75691e+09
0.594081
88073.3
0.127123

A linear trend model is computed for sum of TNC Events given Pop. Sq. Mile. The model may be significant at p <= 0.05.
Model formula:
Number of modeled observations:
Number of filtered observations:
Model degrees of freedom:
Residual degrees of freedom (DF):
SSE (sum squared error):
MSE (mean squared error):
R-Squared:
Standard error:
p-value (significance):

( Pop. Sq. Mile + intercept )
5
0
2
3
1.25367e+10
4.17891e+09
0.781318
64644.5
0.0466391
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Scatterplots:
TNC Activity by Time Period and
Demographic variables
Transit supply by time of day is graphed to each demographic variable used for
regression analysis
Chicago, IL
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Washington, DC-MD-VA

Los Angeles, CA
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Nashville, TN

Seattle, WA
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Scatterplots:
Transit Activity by Time Period and
Demographic variables
TNC sample supply by time of day is correlated to each demographic variable
used for regression analysis
Chicago, IL
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Washington, DC-MD-VA

Los Angeles, CA
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Nashville, TN

Seattle, WA
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